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''MARKET SCENE, SANSOME STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO''
WILLIAM HAHN

The varied landscapes of California provided the inspiration for many of William Keith's
celebrated paintings. While the Golden State's beauty proved a source of renewal for him
throughout his career, Keith did undertake numerous journeys overseas, not only to visit the
various world-famous collections but also to meet many of the leading artists. In 1869, for instance, while studying in Dusseldorf, he met and began a long friendship with William
Hahn. Born in Saxony in 1829, the young Hahn had begun formal training at the Royal
Academy of Art in Dresden in 1844. Although successful, he chose to move to Dusseldorf in
1854 where he continued his studies and eventually met Keith. Setting out for America in
1871, Hahn set up a studio in Boston where Keith joined him the following year. Not long
afterward, the two traveled to San Francisco; Hahn remained here for five years. In 1877
Hahn returned to the east coast where he established a studio in New York and exhibited
with the National Academy . In 1882 Hahn took up residence in London with his wife
Adelaide, whom he had met while in California. Seven years later he unexpectedly died
while visiting Dresden.
William Hahn's works include a variety of contemporary genre subjects completed during his five-year stay in California and subsequent visits. The large detail featured on our
cover is fairly representative of the city street situations often depicted in his paintings. Completed shortly after his arrival in San Francisco with William Keith in 1872, it depicts the
crowded, early-morning wholesale market district along what is today the soo block of Sansome Street. The work is currently hanging in the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento,
through whose courtesy it is reproduced.
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Linking the past, present, and future of Calzfornia's Mother Lode region, the
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The "Forest of Masts " on the San Francisco waterfront, r85o. These crowded shipping
conditions hastened the creation ofa harbor master's office, whose unenviable task it was to
restore some semblance of order to the snarled anchorages.

Burning a ship for her metal. Whzle
no views are known to exist of the
activity from the Gold Rush years,
this photograph of the City of
Sydney being burned in 193 0 at
Hunter 's Point captures the feeling
of the practice.
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"WHAT BECOMES OF THE OLD SHIPS?"
Dismantling the Gold Rush Fleet of San Francisco
JAMES P . DELGADO

During the gold-mad years of 1849 to 18 52., San Francisco was host to a fleet of hundreds
of sailing vessels of all sizes, rigs and registries, many of which lay abandoned in a
haphazard assembly along the waterfront. There they eventually died in the waters of a
rapidly dwindling Yerba Buena Cove, their bones vanishing beneath mud and sand as
the infant city pushed out over the waters of San Francisco Bay in the quest for room to
grow. Thus this fleet of ships became part of the fabric and the lore of San Francisco.
Some vessels were metamorphosed into "strange spectacles," partaking "neither of the
land nor the sea - but both," and served as saloons, warehouses, offices, boarding
houses, the town jail, and a seaman's church . Others were purposely scuttled to establish
property rights to submerged real estate which would one day become valuable filled
land. The number of ships which were trapped in the landfill and eventually came to rest
beneath the streets of San Francisco through these practices, however, was but a small
fame P. Delgado, employed with the National Park Service since 1978, zs currently assigned as Park
Historian to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San Franczsco. A graduate of San Franczsco
State University, hzs field ofinterest lies in the history of Calzfornia prior to about 18 5o. He zj presently
involved in the underwater documentation of the Gold Rush steamship Tennessee which was wrecked
off Marin County in 1853·
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part of the vast assemblage of vessels; no more than fifty ships lay sepulchered in the bay
fill by the end of the Gold Rush. 1 At the same time, though, the hundreds of other
vessels which had come and stayed during the Gold Rush years had vanished. To whence
had they journeyed?
Many had been quietly refitted, repaired and sent out to sea once again, to pass from
view through the years in faraway ports or on the open seas, victims of age, the violence of
the sea, poor judgment, or methodical destruction for salvage through "breaking up."
The ships in San Francisco which had been left behind unburied were subjected , to the
last one, to the latter fate. A few enterprising businessmen made a living through the
careful dismantling of abandoned hulks, in some cases burning their picked-over bones
for the last scraps of copper, brass and bronze used to fasten the heavy timbers . A large
percentage of the Gold Rush fleet suffered this ignoble fate. Perhaps as many as two hundred ships fell victim to ship-breakers' sledges, axes and torches between 1854 and 1859 .
The activities of the ship-breakers helped clear the crowded harbor and hence promoted
an active, working waterfront, supplied needed gear to refit other vessels, supplied fine
hardwoods for construction afloat or on shore, began a long tradition of Pacific Coast
commercial salvage, and provided San Francisco's large Chinese community with one of
their first associations in America's maritime trades. In many ways, then, the contribution of the ship-breakers was great.
The discovery of gold in California in January of 1848 attracted thousands of eager fortune seekers from around the world . In their haste to get to San Francisco, the gateway to
the gold fields, ''everything that floated and stood a reasonable chance of getting to
California was scooped up. ' ' 2 By 1849 a fleet of hundreds of ships from various ports had
cleared for San Francisco Bay. This vast and varied fleet consisted of
sailing vessels , whalers , cargo boats hastily fitted with bunks as their space justified. Condemned hulks were pressed into service and lake boats , built for sheltered waters , were sent
forth to battle Atlantic gales . . . . 3

Abandoned by passengers and crews alike in San Francisco, these vessels, moored in a
cluttered assemblage, created a virtual ''forest of masts. ' ' The random mooring created
many problems. Exposed in the stream to the full force of winter storms, many ships
broke loose and crashed into other vessels and wharves and piers along the waterfront,
creating havoc and leaving thousands of dollars in ruined property in their wake. As early
as April 3, 1849, a harbor master had been appointed by the local government: 4
For whatever order existed amidst the shipping , the harbor master - a kind of seagoing
street commissioner - was responsible . He saw that boats were properly moored during
bad weather, found berths for incoming ships , guarded against fire, and in general, looked
out for the interest of the port. 5

r. Harlan Soeten, Albert Harmon, Karl Kortum, "Guide to the Buried, Beached, and Scuttled Gold Rush Hulks of San Francisco.'' Manuscript in the Collections of the National Maritime
Museum of San Francisco. 196 5.
2-.
Karl Kortum , "The Bark Vicar of Bray in Yerba Buena Cove , November, 1849."
Manuscript in the Collections of the National Maritime Museum of San Francisco . 1968 , p. 5·
3· Valeska Bari , ed ., The Course ofEmpire (New York: Coward McCann, Inc., 1931), p. xiii .
4· Minutes of the Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly of the District of San Francisco,
From March nth, r849 , to june 4th, r849 , and a Record of the Proceedings of the Ayuntamiento or
Town Council ofSan Francisco, From August 6th, r849, untzl May 3rd, r85 o . . . (San Francisco: Towne
& Bacon, Printers, 186o), p. n.
5· Roger Lotchin , San Francisco, 1846-1856: From Hamlet to City (New York : Oxford
University Press, 1974), pp . 173-174.
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The job of harbor master for San Francisco, however, was not an easy task . Despite instructions from the town council to the harbor master ''that in view of the approaching
bad weather and heavy winds, as well as for the safety of private property and the promotion of the commerce of the town, the council request [sic] ... to have all vessels, not
receiving or discharging cargoes, removed to Wood Island or to the south side of Rincon
Point," the harbor remained clogged .6 One full year after the above order, the San Francisco Picayune noted
we are sorry to say that there are now in this harbor quite a number of vessels badly moored,
with anchors and cables so foul that they endanger the whole fleet. The Harbor Master, we
understand, has been at the expense of removing and mooring several himself. This morning, the bark ''Algoma'' (having been deserted for a length of time) was found to be in a
sinking state, and taken by the Harbor Master, who employed men at his own expense, and
removed to avoid having her sink in the harbor. This is the second time this vessel has been
moored by the Harbor Master. There are , we believe , a number of vessels that have been
removed by the Harbor Master, some of which we will name: - bark Hiram, ship Rhine ,
brig Broadaxe and a number of others. The "Hiram" was left without anchor or chains,
and the first strong breeze that set in, she drifted foul of the brig Palmyra, doing damage to
the amount of more than five hundred dollars . 7

The problems only increased in 18 5o when a steady stream of steamship traffic running
between San Francisco and Panama carried the bulk of Gold Rush mail, cargo and
passengers. Often the obstructed ship passages made navigating the steamers difficult
and dangerous:
a steamer having her berth at Central Wharf has the utmost difficulty in getting outside.
This could be easily remedied, and it is the duty of the Harbor Master to see that these ships
which are in the way be hauled so as to not interfere with the daily movements of the
steamers. The ships remain stationary for weeks and months in their berths, while the
steamers are perpetually passing and repassing. 8

Editorials and official orders notwithstanding, the harbor master faced an almost insurmountable task. Despite the fact that the law empowered the harbor master to ''cause
any steamer, sailing vessel, or other craft to change its position, and may have such position made at the expense of the City and cause suit to be entered against the owner,
master, captain or agent of said vessel for the costs of removal,'' the harbor master usually
bore the costs personally.9 It is not surprising, therefore, to note that on March 3, 1854,
the town council appropriated snoo.oo for the relief of James Hagan, "late Harbor
Master, for costs incurred by him in the performance of his official duties . " 10 The task of
clearing the waterfront of abandoned ships continued through the 185os, by the end of
which time ''the energetic proceedings of the Harbor Master finally cleared the channel.'' 11 Those efforts had been made possible largely by the work of the ship-breakers. Between 18 54 and 1859 many of the abandoned ships had been dismantled by ship-breakers
Charles Hare, Nicholas Bichard, George Howgate, and scores of Chinese laborers.
Minutes of the Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, p . 69.
San Francisco Picayune, November 2.7, r8 50, quoted in Kenneth M. Johnson, editor, San
Francisco As It Is: Being Gleanings from the Picayune (Georgetown: Talisman Press , 1964), p. 89.
8. San Francisco Alta California, August I), r85o.
9· Act of Incorporation and Ordinances of the City of San Francisco (San Francisco: San
Francisco Evening Picayune, r8so), p. 4·
ro . Ordinances andjoint Resolutions ofthe City of San Francisco ... (San Francisco: Monson
and Valentine, r854), pp . 2.62.-2.63.
n. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History ofCalzfornia, Volume VI: r848-r859 (San Francisco: The
History Company, r888), p. 167.
6.
7·
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This San Francisco home located on
Francisco Street was probably built with
wood salvaged from a Gold Rush vessel
by Charles Hare's workers. Picture
reprinted from Here Today, San Francisco's Architectural Heritage by Roger
Olmsted with TH. Watkins by permission of Chronicle Books, San Francisco.

Of these various ship-breakers, the career of Charles Hare best exemplifies the role
and the practice of the trade in San Francisco. Born in Buckingham, England, in 1819,
Hare journeyed to the United States as a young man . Arriving in Baltimore around 1840,
he entered the ship-breaking trade, married, started a family, and applied for American
citizenship. In 18 51 Hare joined the mass exodus to California, arriving with his family in
San Francisco on board the ship Atalanta on September 3, 18 s2.. 12 Hare began to break
up ships soon after his arrival. A small cottage still stands in San Francisco at 825 Francisco Street, reportedly built prior to 1854 with "lumber salvaged from ships," probably
representing the fruits of his labor.l3 The first actual mention of Hare and his activities,
however, dates to 1856, when his name appears in the San Francisco City Directory as a
''dealer in ship gear, Rincon Point.'' 14 By establishing his business near Rincon Point and
nearby South Beach, a narrow strip of sand a few hundred feet wide, sites which are now
covered by the approaches to the Bay Bridge, Hare's operations were set in an ideal location. South Beach was completely covered with a few feet of water at high tide; at low
tide, the beach was exposed. Ships could be floated in at high tide, then, and be left high
and dry at low tide for easy salvage and dismantling. Labor was readily available at a
Chinese fishing village on the beach shore. Established around 18 51, ''By January of 18 52.,
this village boasted 150 fishermen and had twenty-five fishing craft ranging from
dinghies to sampans. The fishermen built both the village and the craft themselves out of
local redwood." 15
n.
Louis]. Rasmussen, editor, San Francisco Ship Passenger Lists. Vol. IV (Colma: San Francisco Historic Records, 1970), p. 104.
13 . Roger R. Olmsted and T.H. Watkins, Here Today: San Francisco's Architectural Heritage
(San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1968), p . 45 .
14. San Francisco City Directory ... for 1856(San Francisco: Whitton, Towne, and Company,
18 56).
15 . L. Eve Armentrout-Ma, "Chinese and GGNRA: Guests of Choice; Guests of Necessity."
Manuscript on file at the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, San Francisco . 1980, p. 48.
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Painting by F.A . Buttman depicting the Chinese vzflage at Rincon Point.
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The site of Charles Hare's business, South Beach . Rincon Point is in the background. Note
the exposed flats of the beach. The tidal conditions in this area turned out to be perfect for
Hare's operations. Ships were floated in at high tide when the beach was covered with several
feet ofwater; at low tide they were left exposed and workers could begin salvage operations.
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Probably utilizing the Chinese fishermen, Hare began to purchase or otherwise obtain the abandoned hulks crowding the waterfront . Some were towed to Rincon Point
and South Beach, where they were knocked apart or burned for their metal at leisure .
Others were broken up on the spot, particularly if San Francisco's hasty growth of
wharves, piers, and landfill cut off their retreat. Some of Hare's workers were observed
hard at work in 18 56 by young Prentice Mulford, a recent arrival:
Rows of old hulks were moored off Market street wharf, maritime relics of ' ' 49.' ' That was
" Rotten Row. " One by one they fell victims to Hare . Hare purchased them, set Chinamen
to picking their bones , broke them up , put the shattered timbers in one pile , the iron bolts
in another, the copper in another, the cordage in another, and so in a short time all that remained of these bluff-bowed, old-fashioned ships and brigs, that had so often doubled the
stormy corner of Cape Horn or smoked their try-pots in the Arctic Ocean was so many
ghastly heaps of marine debris .l6

The San Francisco Dazly Evening Bulletin of February n, 18 57, also discussed Hare and
his workers. Having just returned from South Beach, the reporter for the Bulletin
described the area:
The beach at the Rincon exhibits a scene which recalls the past in a most affecting manner.
In almost every portion are to be seen the relics of old ships that once braved the storms and
dangers of a hundred seas , being broken up for their old iron and fire wood . This work is
being carried on chiefly by Chinamen , who hammer and saw and chop , day after day and
week after week, with the most exemplary patience and perseverance. Under their continued blows the old vessels fall to pieces. One after the other for a few days the yawning
wrecks and then the bare skeletons of keel and ribs are seen ; but in a short time the
skeletons themselves fall to pieces ; the iron and copper are stored , the wood piled up and
carried away, and not a vestige of the once mighty masters of the deep remains .
r6. Prentice Mulford, Prentice Mulford's Story: Lzfe By Land and Sea (New York: F.J.
Needham , r88 9) , p. 46 .
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Charles Hare was probably the first person to commence the breaking up of old ships
in San Francisco Bay. The practice itself was ancient, and continues to this day, for as long
as ships are built of materials with salvageable value, they will eventually be broken up
and the pieces reused. Hare soon gained competitors and the first appear to have been his
own employees:
he increased his business, employed numerous hands, chiefly Chinamen, and many have
been the vessels that have yielded up to him their metals and timbers. In various instances ,
however, the Chinamen themselves have purchased old vessels, and demolished them at
their own venture, and others have, from time to time, tried their fortunes . . . . 17

The "others" included Nicholas Bichard, a pioneer dealer in "coal, lumber, and
junk," who became a millionaire during the Civil War and embarked upon a career in
codfishing- only to lose his fortune. 18 Also involved in the ship-breaking business was
George Howgate, who may have started in the business in Hare's employ; the r8s6 city
directory lists him as ''Howlgate, George, laborer'' at Rincon Point. 19
Of the various ship breakers, however, Hare reigned supreme. Available newspaper
accounts indicate that he broke up approximately seventy-eight vessels; Bichard is
credited with five, Howgate with twelve, and miscellaneous wreckers, including the
Chinese, accounted for seventeen ships. The actual figures may have varied somewhat,
I7. San Francisco Dazly Evening Bulletin, February n, ISs 7.
IS . Louise Teather, Island of Six Names: A History of Belvedere, Marin County , Calzfornia,
IB34-189o (Belvedere-Tiburon: Landmarks Society, I969), pp. 2.7 and 43·
I9. San Francisco City Directory . .. for r856 .

The Gold Rush fleet as seen from Rincon Point in r8 53- In this panorama by Wzlliam Shew,
telltale evidence of Hare's work can be seen. Some of the ships are already in the process of
demolition. Note the stnpped appearance of the vessel nearest the land at the far nght.
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because recordkeeping was poor, and many vessels listed as broken up by Hare were not
- a tribute of sorts to the impact of Hare's activity on the waterfront.
By the end of the decade most of the vessels afloat in the harbor had been cleared,
refitted or broken up. Hare himself refitted a few vessels; one was the ill-fated whaler Edward Carey, which was captured and burned by the Confederate raider Shenandoah during the Civil War. With the stock of floating vessels gone, Hare and the ship-breakers
turned their attention to sunken vessels along the waterfront, raising them for demolition, and to some of the vessels trapped along the city front by landfilling. One such
vessel was the Arkansas, which had served as a land-locked saloon and boarding house,
where ''a door cut in the bluff of her bow admitted the thirsty. A hotel was built over
her, and she was ultimately sold ... to Charles Hare, for srooo, to be broken up without
disturbing the hotel. "2o
Work commenced with Chinese laborers on April 7, 18 57, the city directory noting
that "the old pioneer ship Arkansas, which arrived here in 1849 . .. and on which the
United States Hotel .. . was built, was torn to pieces by the Chinese . . .. '' The work
soon encountered difficulties:
Unfonunately, the New York ex-judge, who was superintending the breaking up of the
vessel, let her float late one night, when she raised up under the ground floor of the hotel,
and there was a young earthquake among the lodgers that night. She had to be scuttled and
sunk again 21

As early as 1857 the end of the business had seemed near. In an interview Hare noted
that ''the business must soon all but stop, for want of material, as the old stock of vessels
is almost used up, and the decreased importing shipping will not afford old tubs enough
to keep any great number of workmen busy." Cognizant of the past, Hare nostalgically
kept relics of the ships he had broken up, and his shop on Steuart Street near Rincon
Point became filled with memorabilia of his career. One reporter, visiting the shop in
18 57, noted relics of the Arctic explorer Plover on display: ''We were shown her figure head, representing a serpent, which is preserved as a curiosity at Hare's store, and some
pieces of her thick copper sheeting as it was curled and torn by Arctic ice. " 22
With the heyday of the Gold Rush fleet come and gone, Hare remained in business,
reverting to his lesser business activity as a ship chandler, selling goods to supply outbound vessels . Some of Hare's merchandise apparently had been salvaged from ships he
had broken up. According to his letterhead he sold
Tanner's Oil, Cocoanut Oil, Polar Oil, Pig Iron, Cumberland and Lehigh Coal, Brazier's
Copper, Yellow Metal, Nails, Anchors and Chains all sizes, Hemp and Manilla [sic] Rope,
Galvanized Wire, Rope in Bond or Duty Paid, Pitch, Tar, Oakum, White Lead, Eastern
Oak Ship Timber, Spanish Cedar, Teak, Lignumvitae , Rosewood Oil Casks, Water Tanks,
Cannon Brass and Iron all sizes. 2 3

In addition to his business as a ''Dealer in all Kinds of New and Old Ship Material and
General Merchandise,'' Hare continued to salvage materials from contemporary shipwrecks. In September 1863 the Russian steam warship Novick, enroute to San Francisco as
part of the Russian Pacific Squadron's goodwill visit to America, ran aground and was lost
at Point Reyes, several miles north of the Golden Gate. On November 27, 1863, the San
2.0.
San Francisco Alta California, May 2.2., r882..
2.1. Ibid .
2.2.. San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, February n, r8 57.
2.3. Letterhead in the Charles Hare Papers, California Historical Society, San Francisco.
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Francisco Alta Calzfornia reported Hare's partially successful salvaging of the vessel,
nothing that
A large portion of her effects have been recovered, and can be seen at the establishment of
Mr. Charles Hare, on Steuart street, which, by the way, is a real "Curiosity Shop." Some
five or six guns have been recovered from the wreck, amongst which is one brass rifled cannon . . .. There are also to be seen a number of substantial and handsome copper chests,
used as powder magazines ... . The engines were saved also, but not the boilers. The sails,
of simon pure "Russian duck," were also recovered, besides a variety of other articles,
which will repay the inspection of the curious.

Hare continued his business for several years but gradually fell upon hard times and
was unable to meet his creditors' demands. Bankrupt, he and his old rivals Nicholas
Bichard and George Howgate were interviewed in 1882. for a three-part series in the Alta
Calzfornia on the fate of the Gold Rush ships. 24 After 1886 Hare faded into obscurity. He
apparently died soon after.
It was around this time that a local reporter, while pondering the question "What
Becomes of the Old Ships?" wrote that
On arrival within the "Golden Gate" the ships were abandoned in haste by their
passengers and crews for the mines; and the ships then left were converted into stores, piers,
and dwellings, some allowed to decay and wash to pieces about the rivers and bays, while a
part were purchased by the Celestials and broken up for the metal that was in them . ...
During the year r85o more than a thousand ships were observed in the Bay of San Francisco,
a large portion of which never passed without its gates . .. . There were some of the London, Liverpool and French liners, comprising the famous New York and Havre packets, and
renowned China ships, with others, smaller, but of equal interest, taken from the whale
fishery, as well as many others . . . thrown aside, the rage for the pursuit of gold being so
great, everything else was deemed and became worthless . 2 5

Within the space of a decade, the vast fleet clogging the waterfront of San Francisco had
been cleared, making way for a new generation of ships- clippers, grain ships, steamers
and ocean liners - which would continue to make San Francisco an important West
Coast port. The old ships, many cut up for scrap and their parts used on newer vessels,
passed on to become a part of the history, lore and romance of the Gold Rush city by the
bay.
24·
2.5.
Francisco.

San Francisco Alta California, May 2.2., r882..
Unidentified newsclipping in the files of the National Maritime Museum of San
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This sketch, entitled ''john Muir, the hardy
mountain-climber," accompanied an r893 article appearing in the San Francisco Bulletin.

JOHN MUIR'S
''Great Evzls from Destruction of Forests''
ROBERT ENGBERG

John Muir included in his "List of Published Writings" (r894) an article entitled "Great
Evils from Destruction of Forests,'' published in the San Francisco Real Estate Circular.
The only known copy of the article has been found recently in a newspaper scrapbook
compiled by him and once used by William Frederic Bade and Linnie Marsh Wolfe. The
scrapbook has not been available to other scholars until it and a companion collection
were generously deposited with the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies by
the Muir heir in November r98o.
The two scrapbooks contain a nearly complete record of Muir's newspaper articles: the
three Yosemite articles of the New York Tribune are present, as are most of the San Francisco Bulletin articles of the r87os and r88os, as well as various others not written by Muir
but which evidently caught his interest.
Born and raised in San Diego, Robert Engberg now teaches in La jolla where he specializes in the
education ofgifted chzldren. An avid backpacker and member of the Sierra Club, he has contn.buted
articles to several publications focusing on the outdoors. He co-edited (along with Donald Wesling)
John Muir, To Yosemite and Beyond, which was published by the University of Wisconsin Press in
1980, and was a contn.b utor to the Summer 1981 issue of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN devoted to the
famed naturalzst.
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The newly available "Destruction" article throws welcome light on Muir's development as a conservationist. There are, in fact, two undated articles in scrapbook #2. (both
appear to be from the 187os) dealing with forest conservation and the proposed establishment of a national ''Commission of Forestry.'' The first, entitled simply ''Destruction of
Forests'' (scrapbook #2., p . 72.), is an editorial from a New York newspaper decrying the
''Reckless destruction of our forests .... The railroads have been the great destroyers . .. .
The necessity for a Commission of Forestry and the need of efficient laws in all the States,
for the preservation of our forests , need no further argument.'' The second is Muir's own
article as it appeared- ironically enough- in the Real Estate Circular (scrapbook #2., p .
101). It also supports the creation of a national forest system and employs the same wording, "Commission of Forestry," inviting speculation on the priority of the term. A
reasonable dating for the Muir article might be 1876 (Kime 's dating) or, even more likely,
the fall/winter of 1877 . The opening paragraph, written by the Circular 's editor, refers to
a Joseph Hooker statement about the Sierra Nevada. We know that Muir had traveled
during the summer of 1877 with Hooker and Asa Gray to the Shasta region. Muir's article
''God's First Temples'' had appeared in the Sacramento Record-Union in February 1876,
so it was reasonable for editors afterwards to seek further comments from him.
The first few lines of "Great Evils from Destruction of Forests" explain how it came
to be written. Evidently Muir had been invited to comment on forestry- suggesting that
Muir's new role as conservation critic was being promoted through public encouragement
and, at least in this instance, by open demand. The article is remarkably radical: Muir
first outlines the ecology of forests, then demonstrates the critical value of the Sierra
watershed, and lastly sounds the familiar theme that "sheepmen" and "hoofed locusts"
are responsible for the "universal" destruction of the forests.
His solution? Ban all sheep grazing and all timber cutting above the 6ooo ' -7ooo'
elevation! He proposes the establishment of a "Commission of Forestry" to enforce these
regulations, and thus takes one step further his previous call (in "God's First Temples")
that the State legislature ' 'discover and enforce any method tending to lessen . . . the
destruction going on," but which Muir nonetheless had left undefined. Muir's idea, of
course, comes two decades before the actual creation of the Forest Bureau, the forerunner
of the National Forests . This article, reprinted below , is thus a welcome addition to Muir
bibliography: here is Muir's first policy for conservation, an early example of his attempt
at raising public consciousness, clearly revealing that his outlook was national in scope
even at this early date. "Great Evils from the Destruction of Forests" is a scientific
treatise, an attack on conventional wisdom, and a call to make public- to make material
- the ethics Muir had taught himself in the mountains of California.
GREAT EVILS FROM DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS
We lately asked and have received from John Muir, the well-known geologist and botanist,
the following article on the subject of the wanton destruction of timber by sheep-herders
and hunters , by fire and sheep , and also by saw-mills and general vandalism . The great
physical evils to agriculture which will result from the destruction of mountain timber and
shrubbery are in no wise exaggerated by Mr. Muir in this article , while outside of, and in
many respects above the material damage, the lover of mountain forests will most deeply
regret the indefensible destruction of the greatest attraction of our mountains. Sir Joseph
Hooker, the eminent English botanist, has testified that , in all his travels over the world , he
has never seen such large heavy belts of magnificent timber, especially conifers , as he found
in the Sierra Nevada . They and nearly all the other timber there are in process of rapid
destruction, as Mr. Muir herein shows . Shall nothing be done to stop this waste? [Editor .]
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An r869 excerpt from Muir's diary: ''Sheep, lzke people, are ungovernable when
hungry. Excepting my guarded lzly gardens, almost every leaf that these hoofed
locusts can reach within a radius of a mzle or two from camp has been devoured ''
''Our coniferous forests, growing so luxuriantly along our mountain ranges, are by far
the most precious and indispensable, and at the same time the most destructible of the
three main divisions of our natural wealth; and were their real value at all appreciated
and understood - how they affect climate, act as barriers against destructive floods, protect and hold in store the fertilizing rain and snow, and form fountains for the irrigating
rivers - they would be guarded by the government with most jealous care, instead of being left exposed, as they are, to the mercy of every vagrant hunter and sheep-owner who
cares to destroy them for pleasure or paltry personal gain. Our gold and silver are stored
in the rocks, and can neither be burned or trampled out of existence, and, wherever any
particular mine is exhausted, no very disastrous result of a far-reaching kind is likely to
follow . The riches of our magnificent soil-beds are also comparatively safe, for, however
great the impoverishment resulting from barbarous methods of farming, full restoration
to fertility is always possible to the enlightened agriculturist. But our forests, lying exposed to the ravages of fire, the axe and countless hordes of hoofed locusts, are threatened with utter destruction, and when once destroyed, can never be wholly restored;
while a long train of evils will surely follow as a necessary consequence that will make
California little better than a desert. The main forest belt of the Sierra Nevada, 400 miles
long by 40 wide, is planted just where it does the most good, and where its removal
would be followed by the greatest number of evils; therefore, its preservation can hardly
be regarded as less than a physical necessity. Here all the rivers upon which the fields in
the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys depend for irrigating waters draw their sources.
Here the snow falls and is stored up, and is prevented from slipping into the bottoms of
the canons in avalanches, from being drifted into irregular heaps by the winds, and from
melting with wastefully destructive rapidity, while loss by evaporation is greatly
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diminished, and the sod of grasses, weeds and underbrush, nourished in the shade, absorb much of the snow after it is melted, yet allowing it to ooze , percolate and flow gently
in fertilizing streams . Indeed, every pine needle and clasping root , as well as the fallen
trunks and branches, may be regarded as dams , hoarding the precious bounty of stormclouds, and dispensing it as blessings all through the Summer. Streams taking their rise
in the deep woods flow about as unfailingly as those derived from the eternal ice and
snow of the glaciers. So constant, indeed, and apparent is the relationship between
forests and never-failing streams, that effect is frequently mistaken for cause, it being
asserted that fine forests will only grow along streams, where their roots are well watered,
while, in fact, the forests themselves produce many of the streams flowing through them.
Were the forests of the Sierra wholly destroyed, the annual snow fall might not be very
materially diminished, but it would melt much faster, and much of the ground would be
left bare by drifting and sliding, and there would be no absorbing sod; consequently, at
the beginning of every Summer, there would be a week or two of tremendous floods, all
the year's melted snow rushing down the choked canon channels at once, stripping on
and carrying away the fertile soils , filling up the lower river-channels, and overspreading
the lowland fields with detritus to a vastly more destructive extent than all the washing
from hydraulic mines, concerning which we now hear so much, while the farm houses
and the villages along the lower bottoms would as surely be destroyed, as were Pompeii
and Herculaneum by the eruptions of Vesuvius . It is because the mountains of Nevada
are so wanting in forests that its floods are so destructive, though originating only in
Summer showers. Had they the immense area of the Sierra, with its heavy snows to draw
from, these floods would be infinitely more terrible . Says Prof. (Charles Sprague] Sargent
of Cambridge, Mass:

To help zilustrate the destruction of Sierra woodland, this photograph of a freshly felled grove ofpine trees in Yosemite Valley accompanied Muir's ''The Treasure of
Yosemite," an article appearing in the August r89o issue ofThe Century.
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' 'During the last fifty years more than one country in Europe has been visited by calamities
similar in origin to those which now threaten California , but in none of them were the
physical reasons for the danger so great. The mountains from which their destructive torrents have sprung are lower than the Sierra, less heavily forest-clad, and enjoying far more
regular precipitation of moisture, with a much smaller snow fall , and, therefore, less able to
produce sudden and destructive torrents.''

BY WHAT MEANS ARE THE SIERRA FORESTS DESTROYED? First of all, and
nearly last of all, by the fires and flocks ofSHEEPMEN. Lumber-mills may be regarded as
the centers of desolation, as now managed, but the sheep desolation has no center- it is
universal. Incredible numbers of sheep are driven into forest pastures every season, many
times more than there is feed for, and the course of the hungry, ravenous hordes is ever
marked by pure desolation . Not only the moisture-absorbing grass and flowers are
devoured, leaving scarce a leaf or stalk, but the bushes also stripped bare, as if devoured
by locusts. Even the young conifers, not eaten at all by sheep when they can find
anything else, are greedily devoured in their famishing condition, and to make assurance
of total desttuction doubly sure, tunning fires are set during the dry, autumn months,
with a view to clearing the ground of underbrush and prostrate trunks, to facilitate the
movements of the flocks, and improve the pasture by letting in the sunshine. The entire
forest belt is thus swept and devastated from one end of the range to the other, eating,
trampling and burning the young and seedling trees on which the permanence of the
forest depends. Indians, too, burn off the underbrush to facilitate deer hunting; mountaineers sometimes carelessly allow their camp-fires to run , and so do lumbermen; but
the fires of the sheepmen form more than 90 per cent of all the destructive fires that
range our precious forests. It therefore appears that the only remedy for the dangers we
have pointed out is to banish running fires, sheep and the axe, from at least a portion of
the main forest belt; say from all above 6ooo or 7000 feet, thus securing the natural flow
of the rivers; but above all things in this matter, the motto should be, THE SHEEPMEN
MUST GO! By the creation of a Commission of Forestry, similar to those of France, Germany, Italy or Austria, this could be thoroughly done . Barn-burning and the firing of
grain fields should not be considered so criminal as the firing of the forests.''
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Masthead from The Pioneer.

THE PIONEER: The First Voice
for Women's Suffrage in the West
SHERIL YN COX BENNION

When Emily A. Pitts bought a half interest in the Calzfornia Weekly Mercury of San
Francisco in January r869 and became co-editor, the paper was, according to its subtitle,
"A Journal of American Literature." Its contents consisted of articles on literary and
historical topics, personal essays, a few news reports, miscellaneous notes, reviews of
cultural events, serial romances , biographical sketches , answers to queries from readers,
and advertisements. Pitts continued to use most of these but gave the paper a new focus .
As her "Salutatory" stated,
With this issue , a new field has been laid out for the Mercury . The wrongs of woman , the
many abuses she has suffered, have at last aroused from their lethargic sleep not alone the
oppressed, but those who have for all time been the oppressors .
We defend the rights of women fearlessly and to the best of our ability . We shall insist
upon woman's independence - her elevation, socially and politically , to the platform now
solely occupied by man. We shall claim for her each privilege now given to every male
citizen of the United States. In short , we shall claim for her the right of suffrage - believing that by this she will gain the position for which God intended her - equality with
man .

From her native New York, Pitts had come to San Francisco in r86 5 to help establish
and then teach in the Miel Institute, a female seminary. She wrote that she built up the
public evening school for girls but was forced to resign her position when her health
failed. She spent some time teaching ' 'in one of the most prominent families in this city' '
before resuming work with the evening school. This, she reported, lasted until ''the value
and importance of woman's industrial enlargements and political enfranchisement, so
Sherilyn Cox Bennion received her Ph .D. in Mass Communications from Syracuse University in 1968.
Currently associate professor ofjournalism at Humboldt State University in Arcata, Calzfomia, Dr.
Bennion has received a number ofhonors for her work, which frequently combines her interests in both
communications and women 's studies.
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This portrait of Emzly Pitts-Stevens appeared in American Women, a two-volume
work by Francis E. Wzllard and Mary A.
Livermore published in r897·

filled our entire mind, heart and soul, that we were constrained to abandon all other interests and to consecrate ourselves to the promotion of that great movement that held
within its sacred embrace, the destinies of half the human race.''
Pitts was 25 years old when she became associated with the Mercury in 1869, and from
then until the paper was sold in 1873 she devoted a substantial portion of each number to
the suffrage cause. In editorials, in articles by herself and by others, and in reports of suffrage meetings at the local, state and national levels, she supported equal rights for
women- and particularly voting rights. Hers seems to have been the first paper in the
West to have had this as its principal aim. In the East, several women's rights papers had
appeared during the late 184os and the 18sos, but none survived the Civil War. The two
most prominent Eastern papers after the Civil War were the Revolution, founded in
1868, and the Woman's journal, which first appeared a year after Pitts made the Mercury
into a women's rights organ.
The first Western suffrage paper did not remain the Mercury for long. As the editor
explained in September 1869, when she took over complete control of the paper, ''The
old name did not please us. It symbolized neither our thought nor our object ... . '' Mercury, she complained, typified "more the character of the modern financier than that of
the sincere and earnest reformer of the last half of the nineteenth century.' '
Friends had suggested the Liberator, or Emancipator, or Reformer as names, and Pitts
agreed that these would be good, and very significant, but she felt unequal to the great
work that they implied. Pioneer seemed more appropriate: ''A pioneer signifies one who
goes before with pick in hand to prepare the way for others to follow," she noted. The
subtitle Pitts chose was ''Devoted to the Promotion of Human Rights,'' and under that
on the first page of each number appeared the paper's motto: "Liberty,Justice, Fraternity." Pitts explained that she was using the word ... fraternity" only because "the paucity
of our language ... has no word to express the brotherhood and sisterhood of the race.''
Not long after she changed the name of the paper, the editor changed her own name
as well. At the beginning of 187o she began listing herself as Emily Pitts-Stevens, having
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married August K. Stevens. She was usually referred to in her own paper and others as
Mrs. Pitts-Stevens. The San Francisco Chronicle implied that this was not her first marriage in an 1872 note that read: "The population of Lima numbers 38,704 more males
than females in a total of 160,059· What a chance for Sister Emily Pitts-Stevens and other
muchly marrying women.''
At the same time that Pitts-Stevens was working to establish her paper as a voice of
the suffrage cause, she also attempted to organize women in San Francisco, other areas of
California, and Nevada into associations to agitate for giving women the vote . On August
8, 1869, she reported that a Woman's State Suffrage Association had been organized in
San Francisco as an auxiliary to the National State Suffrage Association. As vice-president
of the society, she supported efforts to establish affiliates in every county seat. "Every
woman in the State who desires civil rights'' was requested to write the secretary of the
association as soon as possible. Pitts-Stevens claimed that the organization already enjoyed wide support: ''At the recent meeting the oldest and youngest women of our city
were represented, and the feeling evinced was earnest and sincere - proving that no effort could be too great in this cause .... Resolutions were formed and letters were read
from the interior, showing the feeling throughout our State.'' She added that justice required a voice for women in their own governance and contended that their active participation in the political arena could only uplift that sphere. "We believe," she wrote,
''that those who still refuse to recognise the civil rights of woman strike at the foundation
of equitable government, contending for an aristocracy of sex, which is as cruel and unjust as that of hereditary descent, and proves human freedom to be one-sided and
selfishly partial." Men's efforts at government had proved "crude and imperfect."
Salutary change would be the result ''of the blending of the masculine and feminine
elements in statecraft,'' and all humanity would benefit .
Pitts-Stevens' concerns spread beyond the positive influence that women could have
upon men. In a column of "Good Words for Women" she asked, "What makes those
men who associate habitually with women superior to others?" but then went on,
''What makes that woman who is accustomed and at ease in the society of men, superior
to her sex in general?" Her answer: "Solely because they are in the habit of free,
graceful, contented conversation with the other sex." Women would benefit personally
as well as politically by the increased association with men that suffrage would bring.
At the same time that both men and women would benefit from political intercourse
with each other, no one need fear that voting rights for women would make them less
feminine or less devoted to their husbands and children, The Pioneer assured its readers .
This, of course, was a frequent concern voiced by opponents of suffrage. Pitts-Stevens was
an ardent champion of happy families in happy homes. She agreed with an 1872 suffrage
convention speaker that "there is nothing so beautiful as home life." From time to time
she published comments by other writers praising her own achievements as a
homemaker. One was by Abigail Scott Duniway, Oregon editor of The Pioneer, who described a day spent with Pitts-Stevens and her husband. She found the lodging to which
she had been invited "dainty" and "cozy," peopled by "twin sisters, love and Harmony," and the husband "a genial, happy, whole-souled gentleman, with love-light in
his eyes, and a pardonable pride of his gifted wife in his heart.''
Yet another benefit claimed for suffrage was that it would be the first step toward doing away with prostitution, usually referred to as ''the social evil'' in the pages of The
Pioneer and other papers of the time . If women obtained the respect that would accompany the ballot and then the access to employment opportunities which would follow the
acquisition of political power, they would no longer be forced to turn to prostitution .
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Suffragists Elizabeth Cady Stanton (left)
and Susan B. Anthony worked together for
over forty years promoting the right to vote
for women. Their newspaper The Revolution began circulation the year before Emzly
Pitts purchased the California Weekly
11ercury.
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Because opponents of women's suffrage relied on the Bible as one of their major
weapons, Stevens published articles to refute such arguments. These ranged from actual
counts of the number of scriptural passages which approved of praying and prophesying
by women (5o) as opposed to those which did not ( 2.) to reminders that the admonitions
of Paul in the New Testament must be interpreted in the context of the times when they
were made.
One of the most angry replies to opponents of women's suffrage was written in
response to an address by a Democratic politician who pointed out that ''voting was not a
right but a privilege, and it had not been deemed wise to give women that privilege."
The author of the reply asked who or what gave man the right to exclude from participating in public affairs a being more refined than he "in taste, delicacy and sentiment," superior as a nurse or teacher and "in quickness of arriving by some mysterious,
intuitive faculty at quick conclusions'' and at least equal in artistic expression, in physical
and mental endurance, and in executive talent.
The author answered, "Superior brute strength! There is the source of his right and
wisdom!" He had long ago confined woman to a "straight, narrow, barren, never turning lane" and labeled it "WOMAN'S TRUE SPHERE!" At the gloomy end, the writer
added, this lane dropped "short off into a gloomy grave, filled with smothered hopes,
aspirations and longings for a life involving something beyond child-bearing and housekeeping."
Nor was anger directed exclusively at the opponents of suffrage. The Pioneer reported
regularly and at length upon the meetings of local, state and national suffrage associations and, sometimes obliquely, upon the quarrels that arose within and among them.
Although she claimed that California was standing aloof from the dissension in the national groups, Pitts-Stevens admitted that she supported the liberal views of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, rather than the conservative position of Lucy Stone
and her Boston followers. Certainly Pitts-Stevens was right in the middle of squabbles
among California suffrage supporters . The Pioneer announced that a meeting would be
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held in San Francisco in January 1870. Pitts-Stevens conducted the meeting until a temporary president could be elected, and presented an address on the second day. A formal
election gave her membership on the board of control. Apparently a bitter dispute
occurred at the meeting. Afterward the San Francisco Chronicle, which faithfully
published proceedings of all state suffrage meetings in a manner calculated to make the
suffragists look ridiculous, reported that ''two rings'' had formed. The Pioneer gave no
details of the meetings, publishing only the texts of the resolutions adopted. However, in
the space at the bottom of the page where the resolutions appeared, instead of the
miscellaneous fillers usually found there, Pitts-Stevens inserted a series of notes headed
"WHAT A PITY." They lamented "that the men and women friendly to our movement cannot see through the cunning and craft of those who would make the womansuffrage cause a stepping stone for their individual advancement'' and that the convention and state society "have been captured by a ring, and the whole movement subordinated to other people's quarrels!"
By June 1870, county associations were reportedly being urged by the opposition ring
to withdraw from the state group, because they lacked sufficient voice in its decisions,
and the following month The Pioneer received an endorsement from the state association, which urged groups and individuals to work toward increasing its circulation. In October a long editorial charged that those who had failed to gain control of the movement
or The Pioneer were now trying to destroy the influence of both by attacks on PittsStevens' character. She defended her respectability and gave a brief summary of her
teaching career in California since her arrival five years earlier.
Pitts-Stevens never revealed the exact nature of her rumored impropriety. The
Chronicle was less reticent, naming her in 1872. as a member of the Radical Club, an institution "composed exclusively of Socialists, Spiritualists, Free Lovers, Woman Suffragists and all who by reason of their sentiments are ostracised from the society which
they so much condemn.'' Thereafter the free -love charge had to be repudiated at frequent intervals. Apparently it did not arise at the 1872. state association meetings, when

At the time ofher marriage, Lucy Stone and
her husband agreed upon the then unheard-of arrangement that she should keep
her maiden name. Mrs. Stone pursued the
issue of women's suffrage through individual state legislatures rather than working for passage of a constitutional amendment, the path favored by Stanton and
Anthony.
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Pitts-Stevens was president of the organization ; but, at the Pacific Slope Woman 's Suffrage Convention held that year, Pitts-Stevens reminded the delegates that they had met
not to discuss ' 'Free-love or anything of the kind; but to talk of the ballot, and the best
way to get it.''
It was also in 1872. that, dissatisfied with the views on women's rights of the majorparty political candidates, Pitts-Stevens organized the Woman Suffrage Party of the
Pacific Coast and was elected its president. As November approached, articles supporting
presidential candidate George Francis Train, the eccentric reformer who had provided
financial support for the Revolution in New York, filled The Pioneer.
At the state association meetings in 1873 the free- love accusation came up again . This
time it was one of the causes of a complete split among those attending . The officers adjourned the convention two days early, before new officers could be elected, and PittsStevens and her supporters - a majority of those present, according to the Chronicle -
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A sample of the unsympathetic press given
suffragist activities by the San Francisco
Chronicle. This story appeared in the june
19, r872, issue of the paper.
reconvened and held meetings as a continuation of the official sessions, electing their
own officers . Even there the free-love issue was disruptive, mainly because of a militant
visitor from New York, and Pitts-Stevens made a speech ''with tears in her eyes''
disclaiming any belief in free-love heresies and denouncing the Chronicle reporter who
put her in that camp.
None of this was given direct treatment in The Pioneer until after the Chronicle
published a statement from the deposed officers of the state association, in which they
referred to Pitts-Stevens as ''an instrument . .. under the guidance of artful conspirators,
to capture this State Suffrage Association, in order to subject it to the Woodhull phase of
woman suffrage and to vaccinate the holy cause in this State and on this coast with the
virus of that modern social" pest denominated 'Free Love.''' Even this did not bring a personal reply from Pitts-Stevens, but she did publish a notice ''To the Public,'' signed by
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10 prominent women in the suffrage movement, denouncing the ''vile and scurrilous attack upon Mrs. Pitts-Stevens" and pronouncing "many of the charges, particularly that
relating to Free Love, UNFOUNDED AND UNTRUE.'' Once again, the problems of the
association were attributed to those who wanted to use the organization for personal aggrandizement, under the leadership of' 'a certain Masculine Member, whose ambition is,
to rule all creation ."
Although these disputes did not, as the Chronicle predicted, signal ''the end of the
suffrage movement in this state for the present,'' they probably had something to do
with Pitts-Stevens' decision to abandon The Pioneer. Ill health was the reason offered in
an 1897 publication, but the editor gave neither explanation nor farewell message to her
readers. The new publisher, Mrs. C. C. Calhoun, promised when she took over the paper
in September 1873 that it would continue to promote suffrage, but added that "Its columns will be tainted with none of the impure chimeras of the day, and it will not be
obscured in any degree in the pestilential atmosphere of FREE LOVE, so called.'' The
Pioneer survived for only a few months under its new management, and the women's
suffrage cause in California was left without an editorial voice.
It is difficult to determine exactly what Pitts-Stevens did after selling The Pioneer.
She had founded the Woman's Pacific Coast Publishing Company in r872. and is listed in
the San Francisco Directory for r873 as its president and superintendent. Directory entries between r874 and r877 refer to her as "writer" or "journalist." She instituted the
Seamen's League in r874, serving as an officer while her husband was president. By r878
Pitts-Stevens had turned her energies to temperance work. The Directory for 1880 listed
her as a' 'temperance lecturer.'' She joined the Prohibition Party in r882. and led a movement in r888 to persuade the Woman's Christian Temperance Union to endorse it. She
was active in the California Lodge of the Sons of Temperance as a lecturer and was grand
vice-templar for the Independent Order of Good Templars. She wrote for WCTU
publications, as well as serving as state superintendent of foreign work for that organization. In r897 she was a national organizer for the WCTU. According to one writer, she
also ran a successful business during these years, presumably in job printing, in which all
stockholders were required to be members of the WCTU. In r894 she was a member of
the Equal Rights League and the following year participated in the state Woman's Congress, which passed a unanimous resolution favoring suffrage.
The suffrage issue reached the voting stage in California at the constitutional convention of r878, but a suffrage clause failed. A bill giving women the right to vote in school
elections passed the legislature in r89r but was vetoed by the governor. By r893 a new
wave of suffrage enthusiasm had swept the state, and California women sent a petition
with rs,ooo signatures to the legislature. A bill passed the assembly in 1894 but failed in
the senate. The campaign of r896 also ended in failure when voters defeated a suffrage
measure by a narrow margin. Finally, in 1911, the suffrage forces prevailed. Forty-two
years after The Pioneer first insisted that suffrage must be extended to women, California's voters agreed .

SOURCES: The best sources for information on
Emily Pitts-Stevens and her work are, of course,
copies of The Mercury and The Pioneer, which
the author utilized at the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley. More negative
perspectives on the suffrage movement may be
found in the San Francisco Chronicle. What lit-

de information is available on Pitts-Stevens' later
career comes from Francis E. Willard and Mary
A. Livermore, eds . , American Women (New
York: Mast, Crowell and Kirkpatrick, r897) and
Reda Davis, Calzfornia Women (San Francisco:
California Scene, 1967).
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APPROACHING EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY IN CALIFORNIA:
The Successful Struggle of Black Citizens, I88o-192.0
IRVING G. HENDRICK

Following nearly three decades of campaigning by California's black leadership, the
legislature in 1880 repealed three sections of the state's political code which had mandated separate schools for black youth. From that time until almost 1920 the educational
status of most black Californians, relative to the status of most whites, was about as high
as it was to become in our own day. Ultimately the visible growth of the black population, coupled with court enforcement of segregated housing through restrictive covenants
in real estate deeds (Los Angeles Investment Company v. Alfred Gany, 1919), resulted in
an acceleration of discriminatory actions of a public and private sort. Yet for nearly forty
years, between 188o and 1920, the small black population of California enjoyed greater
educational achievements than is ordinarily supposed.
The black man's struggle for equality during the third quarter of the 19th century was
unrelenting, often frustrating, and included an abundance of failures at the hands of the
legislature, the courts, and agencies of local government including school boards. Nevertheless, by late in that period, the long struggle for approximate civil, political and
educational equality - though not social and economic equality - seemed to be coming
Irving G. Hendrick has been conducting research and wn.ting about the history ofeducation for nearly
twenty years. Graduated from Whittier College as a history major in 1958, he pursued doctoral studies
in education and history at UCLA , completing the Ed. D. degree in 1964. For the past sixteen years, Dr.
Hendrick has served on the faculty ofthe University of Calzfornia, Riverside, where he currently serves
as Professor of Education and Associate Dean of the School of Education. His most recent book,
California Education: A Brief History , was published in 1980.
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to a successful conclusion. Having won the franchise through ratification of the Fifteenth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in March 187o, blacks prepared to participate fully
in the California gubernatorial election campaign of 1871. The Republican state party
platform of that year reminded newly enfranchised black voters that ''none will regret the
act of justice by which the Republican party gave to [them] constitutional guarantees of
civil and political equality." One encouraging sign of those heady, post-Civil War days
was that a major gubernatorial candidate could solicit black votes without fear of sustaining significant political damage.
It was during that campaign of 1871 that California's black leadership turned to equal
rights in education as their top priority. They were encouraged in this endeavor by the
support they received from Newton Booth, the successful Republican gubernatorial candidate. In his inaugural address Booth spoke of ''opening the door of our schools . . . to
all with no prejudice of caste without and sectarian teaching within which will prevent
any child from freely entering." Although this goal was not achieved during his two
terms in office, Booth's election and the role of blacks in it (which included providing
him with a significant fraction of his winning percentage) stimulated blacks in northern
California to mount a major assault on segregated schooling.
Their campaign actually began in the spring of 187o when sixty-nine San Francisco
parents signed a letter seeking to have all city schools opened to black children. The
school law at that time required local boards to provide a separate school for black
children only when ten or more such children resided in the district. The key problem in
the law became evident in 1871 when the departure of black families from Oakland
brought the number of eligible black school children to about eight. Given a choice between desegregation, a separate school for only eight black children, or a total denial of
schooling for those children, Oakland officials decided first in favor of complete denial.
Then they reversed themselves and desegregated the schools. A separate school, in any
case, was a completely impractical alternative. Early indecision by the Oakland board
served to strengthen the black leadership's resolve to end segregation. Included in that
resolve, according to Phillip A. Bell, publisher of the Pacific Appeal, was the probability
of a court test.
In November 1871 Bell, along with Jeremiah B. Sanderson, California's best known
and most respected black educator, who was teaching in Stockton at the time, hastily
organized an educational convention. It met in Stockton to lay plans for pressing their
equal education objectives. In the legislature, where the principal effort was directed,
success was not forthcoming. In spite of the sympathetic governor and a few friendly
lawmakers, two bills embracing Negro aspirations for desegregation were unsuccessful.
Instead, the school law of 1872. contained a reaffirmation of segregation .
Unable to achieve success in the legislature, black leaders and parents turned to the
courts . Through careful planning begun at the November convention in Stockton, a
broadly based fund-raising effort was initiated and a high reputable white attorney, John
W. Dwindle, was retained . In early July 1872. several black parents attempted to enroll
their children in the ''white'' public schools of San Francisco. Their expected lack of success was then reviewed by Attorney Dwindle, who selected the experience of Harriet A.
Ward, mother of Mary Frances Ward, as the best one on which to build a legal challenge.
On September 24, 1872., Dwindle brought the case to the Supreme Court of California, alleging that the school principal, Noah Flood, had violated Mary Ward's rights
under the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution by denying
her admission to the school nearest her home. To the chagrin ofDwinelle, the Court saw
the matter differently. Justice C.J. Wallace, writing for the court, held that:
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... in the circumstances that the races are separated in the public schools, there is certainly
to be found no violation of the constitutional rights of the one race more than of the other,
and we see none of either, for each, though separated from the other, is to be educated
upon equal terms with that other, and both at the common public expense .

Although this decision was rendered twenty-two years prior to the U.S . Supreme Court's
landmark "separate but equal" pronouncement in the case ofPlessy v. Ferguson, 1896, it
was itself a clear pronouncement of that doctrine.
There was, however, a silver lining in the decision. The court insisted that, "unless
such separate schools be in fact maintained, all children of the school district, whether
white or colored, have an equal right to become pupils at any common school organized
under the laws of the State.'' That requirement made an immense practical difference.
Two months after the Ward decision was known, the legislature accepted a recommendation of the code commission that children of African descent and Indian children should
be admitted into schools for white children if separate schools were not provided for
them.
Several factors determined the extent to which racial segregation was practiced in a
given community during the 187os. On the ideological level, a basic American dedication
to fair play and equality vied with a belief in black inferiority (racism). While most white
citizens and their elected officials were not about to accept blacks on equal terms with
themselves, they had acknowledged, as early as the 185os, that taxpaying black citizens
were entitled to an approximately equal share of state services.
In the end, however, it is likely that practical considerations had more to do with ending school segregation than did ideological considerations. Once it became clear that the
law required public education for blacks, as well as for whites, considerations of cost and
efficiency frequently prevailed. Excluding blacks from school altogether, a sometime
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Am"ving in the Golden State from New
Bedford, Massachusetts, in 1853, jeremiah
B. Sanderson worked dzligently for over
twenty years trying to further the cause of
education for black youth. Traveling
throughout the major urban centers of
Northern Calzfornia, Sanderson fostered the
opening ofseparate schools for blacks in San
Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento and
Stockton. He later helped spearhead the
dn"ve to repeal the legislation mandating
separate faczlities for whites and blacks.
Revered and honored throughout the black
community, his untimely death in 1875 . occurred just as many of the obstacles blocking equal educational opportunities for
blacks were being removed.
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San Francisco lawyer john Dwinelle was retained by black leaders in their attempts to
integrate San Francisco 's public schools
through court challenges. A remarkable
figure, Dwinelle 's activities reached into
many spheres of public life. A one-time
mayor of Oakland, member of the state
legislature, and a founding father of the
University of Calzfornia system, Dwinelle
was also a voracious writer, gathering data
for his most widely-known work, The Colonial History of San Francisco, whzle researching a court case.

alternative during the r8 sos and r86os, was no longer being allowed . At the same time,
even if allowed, it was clearly impractical to establish and maintain separate schools for
fewer than ten children. Thus, in the years between the Ward decision of r874 and the
legislative mandate of r88o, most California communities took action to eliminate
separate schools.
The case of Stockton is fairly representative of the way the change in orientation
evolved. There the separate-school orientation was maintained on the elementary level
through r876. But high school education simply was not provided for blacks, on either an
integrated or a segregated basis. In order to delay making a decision on the issue, the
superintendent went to the trouble of securing a black youth's admission to high school
in San Francisco rather than press for that student's admission to the high school in
Stockton. Appeals from black citizens in r877 for an end to school segregation were put in
the form of a board resolution by one trustee, an action which was met with an immediate counter appeal for postponement by twenty-five white citizens. Nevenheless,
later that year black students were admitted into the two highest grammar grades. Two
years later the Stockton board abolished school segregation on all levels. Segregation
simply was not wonh the bother.
Any doubt concerning the interpretation of law on the subject of school segregation
for blacks was answered finally by the legislature in r88o. While the law still allowed
Asian and most American Indian children to be segregated for another half century, the
more favorable policy toward blacks gave them their best chance yet for educational
equality. Most importantly, it was a chance of which the relatively small but growing
population of black residents readily availed themselves, as evidenced in the figures
which follow:
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18 75 AND 189o SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OF CHILDREN IN CALIFORNIA

AGES 5-1 7 BY RACE

Number attending
school at least
once during the
school year

Total
Race

18z 5

White

!69 , ) 8)

Negro

I, o6z

Indian

I,II)

Chinese
(Native Born)

Percent
Attending
18z 5

1890

18z 5

1890

2.z6 ,795

II5 ,983

197 ' 2.61

zo. 51

1, 8) 5

657

1,2.94

70 -5 2.

8 51

2.56

) II

)6. 54

94

Z· B

!890

IAO I

Furthermore, that favorable picture was not to be diminished over the next two
decades. According to the U.S. Census for 1910, a higher percentage of black children,
ages 6-14, were attending school in California than was the case for any other ethnic
group, including native whites : 88-4 percent black, 8z.6 percent native white, 8z. 3 percent total white, 82.. 3 percent foreign-born white. In the 15 -17 age group, blacks fell
slightly behind native whites, but still enjoyed a substantial lead over foreign-born
whites.
Blacks did not compare quite as well on literacy rates, but here too their gains were
impressive. As recently as 1890 the black illiteracy percentage stood at 2.6. 5. It was cut
practically in half each decade, reaching 13-4 percent in 1900, and 7.1 percent in 1910 .
This compared in 1910 with o. 5 percent for native whites, and ro.o percent for foreignborn whites . Among school-age blacks, illiteracy was practically extinct in 1910, with only
nine out of 1>467 youths in the ro-14 age category so classified . As impressive as these
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At the time Bzflie Hart posed for a
photograph with eight ofhis chzfdren in
front of the famzfy barn in Stockton,
blacks were provided the opportunity
for education only through the elementary level. Some years later his son
Daniel, seen in the picture on the
preceding page with his left hand
resting against the side of hzs head,
became the first black to graduate from
a local high school (right).

gains appear, it must be remembered that the black population of California was still
very small during this period, as is shown by the following accounting of the California
population:
Race

r88o

1900

1910

White
Negro

The favorable school results for blacks likely are attributable to their heavy concentration in California's urban centers, where comparatively good schooling was readily
available. By 1910 most newcomers among the race were settling in Los Angeles, a place
whose virtues they quickly proclaimed: Persons arriving from the South' 'will find no race
problem in Los Angeles, only prosperity," reported the Los Angeles Liberator in May
1902.. Unlike earlier arrivals who came predominantly from other Pacific states, post-1900
arrivals came largely from the South.
Encouraged by national leaders from Booker T. Washington on down, blacks devoted
considerable energy in what amounted to an early version of black capitalism. Like their
predecessors, they were far from being universally poor. While most were employed in
low-status occupations typical of their condition nationally, a rather considerable black
business and professional community existed among the small population.
In addition to securing employment, black residents of Los Angeles were experiencing
success as property owners. Unlike the discrimination in housing which would become
evident in future years and contribute markedly to school segregation, there were no
significant prohibitions as yet against blacks purchasing property. Indeed, white land
promoters openly solicited business from blacks. Even a female domestic worker or a male
custodian could save enough for a down payment on a small home. With a total price
ranging between s9oo and s2., soo, and with down payments ranging between s10o and
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job opportunities for blacks in Los Angeles around r9oo occasionally arose with such
public service agencies as the police and fire departments. Los Angeles was the first
major American city to hire blacks for such positions.

There were no significant restraints preventing black property ownership before 1920.
Between 1907 and 1917 Dr. Alva Garrott, the area's first black dentist, served both
blacks and whites in his home located in an all-white neighborhood of Glendale.
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S2.oo, there was little to discourage an enterprising resident of any race from purchasing a
California cottage prior to the 192.0s.
Not only was the black population able to purchase property , but it was also making
judicious efforts to avoid voluntary segregation. Census data substantiate the fact that
blacks were to be found throughout Los Angeles, although it is possible they were concentrated on particular blocks within those sections. Of the eight assembly districts within
the city, the black population comprised from 1.0 to 7.1 percent of each district. Three
districts included more than 1,2.00 blacks each, while all but one of the remaining five
districts contained at least 450 black residents each.
Thus, while racial discrimination was never firmly eliminated, not even during the
1880-192.0 period, it was probably not until sometime late in the 1910s that a new, nonlegislated form of social, housing and school segregation began to expand in earnest. As
long as the number of blacks remained small , so too was the threat they seemed to pose
for whites. Blacks, like whites, were attracted to California by the amenities of weather
and life style, as well as by the promise of a better economic life . Other advantages, including a desirable public school system, contributed to the attractiveness of California.

SOURCES: Two major historical studies have
been published since 1976 on the education of
non-whites in California : Charles M.
Wollenberg , All Deliberate Speed: Segregation
and Exclusion in Caltfornia Schools, r85 5-r975
(Berkeley: University of California Press , 1976),
and Irving G. Hendrick, The Education of Non-·
Whites in California, r849-I970 (San Francisco:
Rand E Research Associates , 1977). Both studies
contain extensive references which point to a rich
reservoir of sources .
Persons with a particular interest in the early
history of black citizens in California will find
much useful information in Rudolph M. Lapp's
articles on ''Negro Rights Activities in Gold
Rush California, '' Caltfornia Historical Society
Quarterly, Vol. 45, No . r (March 1966), 3-2.0,
and "Jeremiah B. Sanderson: Early California
Negro Leader," journal of Negro History , Vol.
53, No . 4 (October 1968 ), 32.1- 333 · James A.
Fisher's article, "The Political Development of
the Black Community in California , r8so-19 5o,"
Caltfornia Historical Quarterly, Vol. so, No . 3
(September 1971), 2.56-2.66, is helpful for gaining
a perspective on the history of activist black
Californians.
Individuals wishing a more personalized approach to history should see Sue Bailey Thurman , Pioneers of Negro Origin in California
(San Francisco: Acme Publishing Co ., 1952.),

and Delilah L. Beasley, The Negro Tratf Blazers
of Caltfornia (Los Angeles: Times Mirror Printing and Binding House , 1919). The evolution of
the Los Angeles ghetto is told well in Lawrence
B. DeGraff's article , " The City of Black Angels :
Emergence of the ·Los Angeles Ghetto ,
1890-1930, " Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 39,
No . 3 (August 1970), 32.3-352..
Historical information concerning school
enrollment figures for California was taken from
the Sixth Biennial Report of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction for the School Years r874
andr875, pp . 7 and 9, in California, Legislature,
Appendix to journals of Senate and Assembly,
2.1st Session, 1875 (Sacramento: State Printer,
r875 ); and from the Fourteenth Biennial Report
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction for
the School Years r889 and r89o, pp . 6 and 7 in
Appendix , 2.9th Session , 1891.
Much material relating to the educational
history of blacks and other ethnic groups is contained in doctoral dissertations, master's theses ,
and other unpublished sources not easily accessible to the general reader. Three exceptionally interesting sources which are available at larger
research libraries in California are the proceedings of three California state conventions of
colored citizens (titles vary) . These conventions
were held in Sacramento in 18 55, 18 56 and r86 5.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Primary material related to Western history

DAREDEVIL ON THE DOME
R 0 N A L D H. Ll M B AUG H

Picture a man standing on his head on the capitol dome. A Hollywood stuntman's trick?
A segment from That's Incredible? Not in 1913 when this letter was written by an
astonished Sacramento visitor. A contemporary view of the state capitol building (shown

opposite) may ''heighten'' your appreciation of this death-defying feat performed almost
seventy years ago.
State Capitol, Sacramento, California
Thursday noon, October 9, 1913, a dare-devil balancer at a local vaudeville theatre
climbed up into the lantern, above the dome, then on up the ladder which slants outward
as well as upward to the top of the lantern, and on up another painter's ladder which led to
the top of the three-foot gilt ball topping all. This in itself is some feat (I have never
climbed the circular stairway within the dome and leading to the lantern); but as a climax ,
as soon as his hands rested on top of the slippery gilt ball, up his feet came into the air, an<:i
for a full minute he stood on his head , 247 feet above the ground and 175 feet above the
roof of the building! There was a strong breeze blowing at the time which swayed his body;
yet, as if that was not enough, he had stirred up some yellow jackets (hornets) and, though
stung , he paid no attention. All this, mind you, with no advertising. Because it sounded
like a fake, he publicly announced that at 12:15 next day he would repeat the feat and
disrobe at that height while still on his head. And he did it, too, before thousands of people and with motion picture machines taking in everything. For fully five minutes the
nerveless man stood on his head, on a tiny, slippery ball, at a height greater than Bunker
Hill monument , with his feet swayed by the wind, and took off a dress suit , underclothes ,
shoes and stockings , which went sailing off in the breeze , finally unwinding a little flag and
waving it. Then he got to his feet and posed in different attitudes while the crowds cheered.
It was the nerviest piece of foolishness I ever care to see.
Norwood Silsbee

The photographer for the Sacramento Bee was among those captun.ng vaudevzflian
France La Franc's death-defying gymnastics on film. The same day this zflustration
appeared on page one of the newspaper, La Franc repeated his performance for the
benefit of an assembled multitude of onlookers, upstaging his pn·or effort by disrobing.
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Looking east along Twelfth Street, Oakland, about r869 . Buzfdings of the College of California are seen in the background at left. The well-known features ofthe Berkeley campus of
the University of Calzfornia (opposite page) stand in marked contrast to these more modest
faczfities where the University originally held its classes between r869-1873 .

CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY:
College Buzlding in Calzfornia History
JOHN R. THELIN

The litany of declining student enrollment and campus over-building is now prominent
in our conversations about higher education . Without dismissing or ignoring such concerns, we should take heart: the problem of overexpansion in California is not new. In
the r89os, a few years after the founding of Stanford University, a reporter for the New
York Mazf and Express newspaper commented that the new Stanford campus was ''about
as much needed as an asylum for decayed sea captains is needed in Switzerland. The professors for years will lecture in marble halls to empty benches.' '
Would that we could bring the 19th century New York reporter to California today.
He would hardly be prepared to grasp the spectacle of a state which is home for more
than sixty accredited independent colleges and universities, nine University of California
campuses, nineteen institutions in the California State University and Colleges system,
and over one hundred community colleges - all of which combine to enroll annually
more than 1. 75 million students . Using the anecdote of the r89os newspaper article as a
start, the temptation is to say, ' 'The rest is history'' - treating almost a century of higher
education as a swift streak of "planned growth," a tributary in the development of state _
resources.
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The limit of such a perspective is that the national press all too often has focused on
the construction of California's higher education systems, with little eye for the drama
and detail of college- building as a part of local and regional history. So, although California attracts publicity for its extensive administration and coordination of statewide networks, we need also to stimulate research on the links between campus and immediate
community.

An Approach: The "Booster College"
Ten years ago, Daniel]. Boorstin (now Librarian of Congress, formerly a member of
the University of Chicago faculty) argued that the American college campus was close to
the heart of the frontier movement. For all the adventure, escapism and novelty afforded
by westward migration, American settlers carried the cultural baggage of an essentially
conserving mindset. Hence, one finds determined efforts to build fundamental social institutions - churches, libraries, schools - in even the most desolate places. Boorstin was
especially fascinated by the phenomenon of the ''Booster College.'' In the 19th century it
seemed that every new hamlet or town in what we now call the Midwest and the Border
States had to have a college to call its own. Often the local college was established before
the elementary or secondary schools, or even before water supplies and community
sanitary facilities were in place. How does this model hold for the California settlement
experience of the late 19th and 2.oth centuries?
Connections between urban settlement and campus-building survived passage across
plains, mountains and deserts and was transplanted to the Pacific Coast. To describe how
this took place demands attention to some unusual aspects of local and urban history namely, such diverse themes as municipal pride, civic monuments and festivals, real
estate development, spectator sports, fund-raising, and religious groups . The following
john R. Thelin is associate profossor at The College of Wzlliam and Mary in Virginia, where he codirects the doctoral program in the study of Higher Education. A graduate of Brown University, Dr.
Thelin received his M.A . and Ph.D. from the University ofCalzfornia, Berkeley. Articles by him have
appeared in a number ofjournals and he is also the author of two books: The Cultivation of Ivy, and
the forthcoming Higher Education and Its Useful Past.
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cases and comments are presented as invitations and introductions, not as final reports, in
this area of historical study.

Tracking Down Institutional Roots
The first research problem in tracking down institutional roots is that colleges and
universities undergo changes. Institutions often close, merge, move and adopt new
names. If, for example, one looked through early records for the founding of such
familiar campuses as the University of California, California Institute of Technology, or
Loyola Marymount University, one would hit snags and dead-ends . Careful digging
shows that the state's flagship university at Berkeley evolved from two obscure educational institutions, Contra Costa Academy and Oakland's private College of California.
Throop Institute was the forerunner to Cal Tech, and Saint Vincent's College developed
into Loyola University of Los Angeles.
Although we like to think of campuses as historic, enduring places, the truth is that
California's colleges often moved about in response to demographic shifts and institutional competition. Saint Mary's College has been located at one time or another in San
Francisco, Oakland and Moraga. The University of the Pacific shifted sites from San Francisco to Santa Clara, Napa, and San Jose before its now familiar establishment in
Stockton. If the University of the Pacific and Saint Mary's College suggest institutions in
search of a community, the reverse pattern has been equally important: in some cases,
cities have carried out extended searches for a campus. Los Angeles of the 192os stands out
as a prime example. Dissatisfied with recognition of its civic status, Los Angeles citizen
groups campaigned aggressively to obtain a campus of the University of California within
the city. The UC Regents' concession was to declare the downtown Los Angeles Normal
School to be the "Southern Branch" of the University of California. The civic campaign
continued until 1929 when UCLA was established. Little wonder, then, that in subsequent decades cities and counties throughout the state have lobbied energetically for construction of their very own state campuses.

The small community of Woodbridge,
Calzfornia, offered services to freighting
teams and stage travelers journeying between Stockton and Sacramento. Concerned with the lack of local upper-level
educational facilities and reluctant to send
their children away to school, residents constructed their own faczlity. Opened in 1879
as the "Woodbridge Seminary" by the
United Brethren Church, the name was
changed to San joaquin Valley College
when the church added college-level courses
and began granting degrees. The growth of
a tuition-free, tax-supported educational
system in Calzfornia helped speed the
demise of this and other such ''booster
colleges''.
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The Church Influence
Yet the construction of state-supported campuses is relatively new. Most colleges and
universities were founded in California as a result of the initiative of voluntary , private
associations - often religious groups. No history of higher education in California would
be complete without acknowledging the college-building role of such Catholic teaching
orders as the Jesuits and the Christian Brothers. The University of Santa Clara, Loyola
Marymount, and Saint Mary's are conspicuous historic institutions. The role of Notre
Dame's "Fighting Irish" football teams in providing a source of loyalty and affiliation
for Catholics has become a staple of our national lore . The California version must include mention of Saint Mary's College as a part of Bay Area social history in the wth century. It was the institution which provided Irish immigrants in the San Francisco area with
both an education for upward mobility and the nationally-known winning athletic teams
conducive to religious and ethnic pride within the region.
For Protestant denominations, college building was most remarkable for its tendencies away from exclusion and sectarianism. Especially in Southern California, religious
groups built colleges which were integral to community pride and development. The
church-city-campus pattern is exemplified by Redlands, La Verne, Whittier and Pomona.
It was an alliance which helped make real estate booms a part of California's legacy. Promotional brochures distributed to Presbyterians in the Midwest, for example , proclaimed
not only a church for the faithful but also a frost-free growing climate and affordable
homes adjacent to a college campus. Baptists in Redlands, Congregationalists in Pomona
and Claremont, Quakers in Whittier, and Methodists and Presbyterians in Los Angeles
were all committed to civilizing the region . To understand the extent of this nonsectarian educational devotion, it is useful to consider a Methodist-founded institutionthe University of Southern California. Long before the idea of a state multiversity was advanced in Los Angeles, USC was a private college which behaved as if it were a public service institution - an urban university with professional schools and an ambitious plan
for branches throughout the region . The examples of church-founded colleges in
Southern California illustrate the inadequacy of' 'public'' and ' 'private'' categories for
explaining state and community development activities early in the century.
Town -Gown Relations: Local Color
The publicity which student disruptions attracted in the late 196os was unfortunate
because, lingering in our consciousness still, it distorts the historic cordiality and mutual
interdependence between Town and Gown in California. In many cases, a campus
qualifies as its community's "largest smokeless industry" - a major employer and purchaser in the local economy . An interesting economic impact study would be to determine the immediate and long-term contributions of Stanford, Santa Clara and Cal State
San Jose in the regional development of' 'Silicon Valley .'' Beyond the accounting ledger,
no history of civic pride in Los Angeles would be complete without mention of the city
and campus holiday of 1931 to celebrate USC's football victory over Notre Dame. Or one
could look to Claremont of the 192.os where Pomona College students joined with local
citizens to stage several days of pageants and festivals in honor of the area's new electric
power system.
Journalists from the East and Midwest in the early 1900s were struck by some distinctive customs of California students. Campus ''Labor Day'' was an annual event in which
faculty, administrators and townspeople joined with students to plant trees, renovate
facilities, and clear brush. California collegians differed from their East Coast counterparts in dress and athletic activities. Sombreros, ''plug ugly'' hats and corduroy trousers
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Students seated in their lounge at Berkeley in 1899. Several are wearing ' 'plug ugly ' ' hats.
These frequently sported embellishments which reflected a student's area of study.

One solution to the parking problem at UCLA during the 19 30 s.
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at Stanford and Berkeley were undergraduate fashions of 1910 not found at campuses in
other regions. California students were enthusiastic about hiking and outdoor Grecian
festivals - so much so that one commentator seriously suggested that Stanford University
need not rebuild its gymnasium which was destroyed in the 1906 earthquake. For several
years California universities dropped intercollegiate football in favor of rugby, a practice
which was popular among undergraduates in this state yet unimaginable elsewhere.
Whereas universities in Boston, New York, Providence, Chicago and Philadelphia
became known for large numbers of commuting ''streetcar students,'' the spatial and
transportation circumstances of California were the source of another legend: the
automobile commuter student. Lack of parking spaces probably stands as the most
attended, enduring issue running throughout UCLA's institutional history. The place
was known as "The University on Wheels" when it opened in 1929 . In the 196os and
since, California's state colleges and universities in San Jose, San Diego and Long Beach
were said to have "freeway alumni."
Research Sources: Campus Archives
The anecdotes presented here merely hint at the possibilities for research in campuscommunity relations . Higher education is a fertile topic for local and regional history
because many campuses have extensive collections of the institution's historic records. Archivists at several California colleges and universities have taken care to preserve not only
official records and documents but also an abundance of artifacts, photographs, yearbooks, articles of student clothing, diaries, and other unorthodox sources for historical
writing. Beyond preservation of sources, archivists contribute memory and insight to the
research act. For example, one archivist has taken care to collect memorabilia from the
Y.M.C.A. adjacent to the campus . Even though the "Y" was not a formal part of the
university, the social fact was that it had long provided a meeting place for numerous
campus groups- making it afunctional part of institutional ecology. This is the attention to detail and appreciation for the complexities of life within and around colleges
which can be used to connect campus and community.

SOURCES: This essay is based on a talk
presented at the 34th annual California History
Institute, University of the Pacific, April 24,
1981, and also draws upon material in my article,
"California and the Colleges," The California
Historical Quarterly, Vol. s6: 2., 3 (Summer,
Fall, 1977), pp. 140-16), 2.)0-2.49, for which the
editor has kindly given permission. Some
published sources of particular value are Edwin
Slosson, Great Amencan Universities (New
York: Macmillan, 1909);Postsecondary Educa-

tion in Caltfornia: Information Digest (Sacamento: California Postsecondary Education Commission, 198o); E. Wilson Lyon, "Higher Education
for the West, 192.4-1974•" Western College
Association Address and Proceedings (March
2.1-2.2., 1974); "The Booster College," chapter in
Daniel]. Boorstin, The Amencans: the National
Expen·ence (New York: Vintage Books, 1970),
pp. 1S2.-161; and Oliver Jensen , A College
Album, or, Rah, Rah, Yesterday! (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1974).
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The boom brought about by the Gold Rush is readzly apparent in these two views of Grass
Valley taken only eight years apart. Main Street is readzly discerned in the r8 52 lithograph reproduced above. In the r86o photograph pictured below, however, the same street can barely be distinguished- in the background at right - from the countless other buzldings
springing up all around it.
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The salutation opening virtually every letter john Coad wrote his wzfe.

CORNISH MINERS IN GRASS VALLEY:
The Letters ofjohn Coad, 1858 - 186o
SHIRLEY EWART

While most images of nineteenth-century California mining conjure up visions of sturdy
young American-born pioneers, the truth is that the earliest mining camps also housed a
polyglot population of Mexicans, Irish, Germans and Chinese . These earliest prospectors
dug and panned the placers, trusting in brawn and luck, but when gold was discovered in
the hard granitic quartz a more sophisticated technology was called for. The news of the
gold strike had traveled fast , and from Illinois and Wisconsin as well as from faraway
England Cornishmen, the most experienced and professional hard-rock men in the
world, flocked to the gold mines. The sober, family oriented "Cousin Jacks," changed
the atmosphere of the towns where they worked. Many settled in Grass Valley in the
northern mines , amongst them John Coad whose letters provide a personal insight into
their lives .
Through the centuries Cornish miners had earned a reputation for technical skill, independence and initiative. They were shrewd, practical geologists who knew where to
prospect for the precious ores and how to blast and tunnel into mountains and hillsides.
They were skilled with the machinery needed to pump water from ever-deeper levels and
to haul ore to the surface. Working in "pares" or teams of closely-related men, the
Shirley Ewart's article on the Cornish of Grass Valley stems from research undertaken at the University
of California, Berkeley, where she received her Masters in Anthropology in 1980. She has had ample
opportunity to experience the various lifestyles of people around the world, having been born in
China, received her early education in London, and traveled to locales as varied as japan, Mexico and
the Middle East. She currently resides in Oregon where she is pursuing doctoral work in Urban Studies
at Portland State University .
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The eleven letters written by john Coad to his wzfe Frances between November 1858 and
December 186o, along with two others he wrote his brother-in-law Nicholas Coad, are currently in the possession of the Cornish miner's great-granddaughter, Mrs. josephine Nattkemper of Santa Rosa.

miners were accustomed to functioning as independent contractors. A ' 'pare' ' often
assessed the possibilities of a lode, contracted with the miners to get the ore out, and
earned a proportion of the value of the metal. The safety of the team as well as its profits
depended on the knowledge and judgment of each member.
When a combination of events during the 19th century made life difficult or even
untenable, many Cornish family teams emigrated from Cornwall together. Typically the
senior member went ahead and sent for his' 'pare'' as soon as he got established . Families
of brothers thus left one by one for Africa, Australia or America. When enough money
could be saved, wives and children might follow, but this might take years . Meanwhile,
letters and diaries recorded the day-to-day travail and the often-poignant loneliness of
the immigrant .
Cornish had begun to settle in the lead-mining districts ofWisconsin as early as r82.8.
In towns like Mineral Point (in the state's south-central section) they built their own West
Country-style houses out of local stone, and many became politically and socially prominent. By r847, however, lead mining was in decline , and in the fall of r848, when news of
the discovery of gold in California began to appear in the Wisconsin newspapers, the lure
was impossible to resist. Between r849 and r8 52. some 700 people left Mineral Point for
California; of these perhaps half were Cornish born . Names such as Tregaskis, Prideaux,
Goldsworthy, Prisk, Jacka, and Henwood can be found in the rolls of emigrants, which
included many family groups with wives and children.
John Coad was born in St. Neot, Cornwall, in r8r9; he emigrated to Mineral Point
about r844. A year later he married Cornish-born Frances Strongman. Frances ' mother,
also named Frances, with her son Charles, daughters Catherine Kelley and Elizabeth
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Langdon, and their husbands Enoch Kelley and Joseph Langdon, traveled overland from
Wisconsin to California in 1852-. The same year John and Francis Coad with five-year-old
Frances Jane and year-old Laura left Mineral Point for California, traveling via Panama.
Family tradition records that they lost a trunk containing most of their clothing while
crossing the Isthmus. Their first home in California was a tent.
The town of Grass Valley where the Coads settled was still very much a boom town.
Houses consisted of board cabins or timber-framed, cloth-walled ''calico shirt houses.''
The streets were mud, littered with boxes, barrels, worn-out equipment, clothing, and
garbage . The hills and ravines had, according to one observer, "a ravaged look, stream
banks undermined, pits dug, timber stripped, hillsides washed.'' At first the population
consisted mostly of young, unmarried men . The arrival of the Cornishmen and other professional miners brought changes to the little settlement. Many were family men, their
average age was 31, and most hoped to make their fortunes in the mines and return to
farm in the Midwest; others who were either accompanied or followed by their families
probably expected to settle in California.
Once they arrived, many would-be miners found it impossible to support a family on
the two or three dollars a day to be earned by digging and decided that the quicker and
surer way to get rich was by supplying the needs of the mining population. Advertisements in the Grass Valley Telegraph in 1854, for example, abound with Cornish
names . James Fenno was selling and repairing watches and jewelry, while Charles
Retalleck advertised: "horseshoeing done in the best and most durable manner. Mining
tools repaired at short notice ." Bennet and Tilley ran a flour mill at Nevada City, and
The Hodge residence, stzll standing in Grass Valley, reflects the West-country-style architecture the Cornish cam'ed with them from their homeland to the gold fields of Calzfornia.
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there were many small taverns, some consisting of no more than a table or two in a back
room or kitchen. Miners' wives took in laundry or accommodated a boarder or two to
make extra money.
The Coad family, their relatives, and their friends the Bices, who had also arrived in
18 52, witnessed the burgeoning of the little mining town. The Bices' daughter Selina,
born August 15, 18 53, was later described as ''the first white child born in Grass Valley.''
The advent of these and many other families created an atmosphere rather different from
that typical in more uncouth mining camps. Many Cornish were devout Methodists, who
remained close to John Wesley's tenets of strict Sabbath observance and unwavering
teetotalism. In 18 53 the Grass Valley Methodist Church was organized with twelve
members, and by November 24 of that year a "ladies Sewing Circle" was meeting. In
1855 an Episcopal Church was established; its first sanctuary erected in 1858 still stands.
By mid-1858 the local Nevada National reported that "Neat cottages" were "springing
up on the hills around, with yards and gardens surrounded by handsome fences, with
windmills for irrigation . . . . ''
Mining life was not, however, always happy, and not all mines were prosperous. By
the late 185os the glowing picture of rural contentment began to give way before a serious
depression which settled on the northern mines and lasted well into the 186os. Perhaps in
part because of these conditions, in the fall of 1858 Frances Coad returned to Mineral
Point. Her exact reasons for leaving are unclear. She was pregnant and may have decided
that a California mining town was no suitable place to raise a family. It is also possible
that John's business affairs in Mineral Point required attention or that she was needed to
help settle the estate of her brother Charles, who had been murdered the year before.
John's letters to his wife and brother-in-law written between November 18 58 and
December 186o and now in the possession of his great-granddaughter are typical of what
might be expected from a man who was largely self-educated. John and his wife had
grown up in Cornwall before the advent of ''National Schools'' and probably attended
either a church or ''Dame'' school only long enough to learn to read, write and do simple
arithmetic. John was certainly exposed to the "letter writing manuals" of his day and
dutifully starts nearly every epistle in the approved manner: ''I take this oppurtunity of
writing you these few lines hoping it will find you well as it leaves me at present. Thank
God for it." He writes with a clear, firm hand, although his spelling tends to be uncertain and the same word may be spelled in a variety of ways. His lack of punctuation is
consistent, and he shows a complete disregard for the niceties of capitalization. He is,
however, a man who thoroughly enjoys his labors with the pen, his vocabulary is ample,
with some neat turns of phrase, and at his best he is both lively and entertaining.
John's letters show him as an attentive husband and fond father. He often seems to
be writing to his wife as if talking to himself, detailing his business investments and
failures. In one letter written from a barroom, he fondly imagines her "biting that lip of
yours'' as he shares his amusement over the mishaps of Grass Valley ladies on a trip to
participate in the giddier social whirl of Nevada City. His honesty and lack of prudery are
perhaps unusual, and he has no hesitation in reporting the peccadilloes of the Grass
Valley miners. He is sensitive that the folks in Wisconsin will probably not share his
tolerance: he suggests, for example, that his wife tell Elizabeth Whitford that Sam is in
the grocery business rather than ''living with a whore'' and keeping a house of ill fame in
San Francisco.
John obviously loves his children: "Kiss Francis, Amelia, Tempy, and the Baby for
me'' is his usual way of signing off. He wants to appear well in their eyes and more than
once promises a gold chain for daughter Frances and ''poneys'' for the younger girls.
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Other than fifty cents worth of gold, however, there is no evidence that he actually sent
gifts home and poor Fanny probably never got her promised "breast pin."
The overwhelming sense of John Coad's letters is of the depressed economy of the
mines. The early gains of the placers were largely exhausted, the need for tremendous
amounts of water made hydraulic mining expensive, and promises of wealth from quartz
mining had not yet materialized. As a result, between r8s8 and r86o nearly one-third of
the miners left Grass Valley . "California is now a poor country," John reported to his
brother-in-law Nicholas, "a man with a family cannot make a living for a family in
California.'' Nor was John's personal situation any better. ''I am not making anything at
present,'' he continued,
and I do not see any other prospect ahead; I live on interest now. A man with 40 acres of
land in Wisconsin, making grub, is better than he can do here. Many families wish
themselves back again. The papers puff a great deal about different mines here , the greater
part lies to suit their own interests.

Things were no better in August r8s8 as Coad noted that "everything here is very high:
digging poor, wages 3.oo per day," while it cost s3 .oo or s4 .oo a day for a family to live.
Nevertheless, he condemned those who abandoned their Grass Valley diggings to head
for the Fraser River in British Columbia as ''all fools and crazy.'' ''The excitement is now
over," he added, "and the greater part returning and they generally call it an humbug."
Continued shortages of water proved to be perennial problems. ''No rain and no watter" he wrote later in the fall of r8s8, "so many men can't hire out." John himself had
''not been doing much lade'' due to the lack of water. ''I shall sell ... out to Chinamen
if I can," he concluded . Conditions had not improved much by January, although Coad
had found work. "I am working on . . . Grub Flat," he wrote. "There have not been
much rain yet; what rain there have been, there have been so much frost that it dried all
up. This week I worked 4 days and made for my share 2.5 dollars.''
In spite of unemployment and poverty, those not averse to a little gaiety could find it
in Grass Valley. Unlike most Cornish, the Coad and Strongman familiers were Episcopal,
and both sisters-in-law attended dances. One of John's letters, for example, reported a
"grand Ball and supper" sponsored by the Episcopalians held in "a new house built on
Church street." It raised a thousand dollars to support the new church. "Catharine gave
a turkey," he reported, "and two dollars and half. Tickets were five dollars."
The whole clan also enjoyed traditional Cornish Christmas festivities. John had joined
his brother-in-law, nicknamed "Jib along a Josey" Langdon, and family for roast goose
and roast pork on Christmas Day, and for New Year's there were roast pork and chicken
at Enoch Kelley's. Later in the spring the Oddfellows ball at Nevada City brought out the
ladies' best finery. Elizabeth Kelly bought a set of hoops for the occasion. The Nevada
Stage was hardly Cinderella's coach, however, and John is amused to tell how the stage
en route to the ball turned over on the rough road to the detriment of both hoops and
female dignity. In spite of broken hoops and a few bruises, they went on to the ball and
enjoyed themselves thoroughly.
These festivities are, nevertheless, merely punctuation points in the long story of daily
misery among mining families . Enoch Kelly, for instance, was reported to have gone to
the mountains . He had brought his wife some wood, flour, and two or three hams before
leaving but left her without a single cent. Promises of money within two or three weeks
were unkept; she had no money to buy meat and had gone one entire week without any .
Kelly never did make much money, and by the following year his pregnant wife was taking in wash to support the growing family .
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Hard times also proved detrimental to the temper and even the mental health of
Grass Valley inhabitants. Mother Frances Strongman who was living with the Kellys was
described as "cross as a cat," a "miserable creature." John realized that her misery was
largely caused by her dislike of her grandchildren with whom she seemed to be at constant odds. Once removed to the happier environment of Mrs. Bice's, she sang "like a
cricket with a little in the bottom of the glass.'' John himself was willing to pay her fare
back to Wisconsin and set her up in a house, although vowing' 'If! was to live a thousand
years, I would have nobody's mother to live with me."
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Photograph taken a year after Frances Goad had
returned to Wisconsin from Calzfornia. Pictured
with her are daughters Frances jane, and baby
Katie, who died before her father ever saw her.
Worse yet was the situation of brother-in-law Joe Langdon, who burst into wild rages
of frustration over his poverty and the necessity to stay home to help his ailing wife and
babies. ''Jo Lang is working some times, sometimes mad ," reportedJohn. The previous
day, ''for no reason, he would not go to work, laid in bed untill twelve in the day got
up," and asked his wife if she was going to prepare his dinner. When she said that she
had nothing to cook, he ''thought he was the champion of California and challenged the
whole house.'' His family fled out the back door while he ''commenced smashing things
... broke the tea kettle in pieces.'' Another time he attacked the back fence and chicken
house, killing all the chickens.
Frustration and poverty drove other Grass Valley residents to crime. "There has been
plenty robberies in Grass Valley and Nevada," John wrote his wife, with some netting as
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little as ''two bits and 3 pickaxxes. '' A gang of eight robbed a store on Bear River in
Placer County, then retreated to a place called French Ravine . The local sheriff and four
citizens tracked them to the site, where cross fire killed two of the bandits and wounded
another; one man with the sheriff suffered an arm wound. Throughout the lean winter
robberies became an almost nightly occurrence.
Although John at first ridiculed miners who sought riches elsewhere, his own
thoughts turned increasingly away from Grass Valley . He himself spent the winter of r859
snowed-in in British Columbia, returning to Grass Valley in April r86o, apparently broke
and apologetic at not having sent money to his family. By then everyone's interest had
turned to recent discoveries in Nevada. "There is a great talk of going to Washoe silver
mines," continued his report. "Some say it is good and others say it is poor . . . provisions scarce and dear, meals from 2 to 3 dollars per meal , Barley sroo per pound, others
eating mule meat.'' Perhaps because of his experiences on the Fraser, John resisted further temptation.
John Coad's motivation in coming to California was to improve his fortunes so that he
could one day live on his own acreage. His letters returned constantly to the theme of
farming, and land ownership seemed to be an important part of his self-image . His
cousin Edward was nicknamed "Esquire" and John himself signed one letter as "Joan
Coad, Esquire" and subscribed his letter to his wife as "Frances Coad, Lady." In
England the title of Esquire was reserved for those who were land owners, others might be
addressed merely as ''Mister;'' John Coad had large ambitions . His remark that he would
be satisfied with forty acres shows just how far he had come from his Cornish roots; that
much land "back 'orne" would be a princely spread indeed! The thrifty John did,
however, point out that land in California was poor and overpriced at twenty-five dollars
an acre . Perhaps, he concluded , it would be better to import "some fine breed of cattle
or sheep" to Wisconsin and settle down in that less-than-salubrious climate.
John's final letters revealed the evaporation of his high hopes. In r8 58 he had written
to Fanny "Buy all you need; you have not need to want for anything." A year later he
grumbled that "It must cost more to live in Wisconsin than in this country." The last
brief, slightly grumpy letter closes without the usual endearments or kisses. Perhaps by
this time the relationship was strained by economic troubles and the long absence. At last
John Coad, like many other unsuccessful miners, returned to Mineral Point, where he
lived until his death January 6, r88r, at age sixty-one. All but one of his six daughters
predeceased him. Amelia married her sister Temperance's widower, and she and John
Knight were the grandparents of Josephine Garland Nattkemper who is the present
custodian of the Coad letters. Frances Coad lived on about ten years after the death of
John in the stone house her husband had built right after their marriage; it still stands.
Both John and his wife are buried in Graceland Cemetery, Mineral Point, Wisconsin.
SOURCES: We wish to thank Mrs . Josephine
Nattkemper, current custodian of John Coad's
letters, who is the Cornish miner's greatgranddaughter, not only for her insight in
recognizing the historical value of his correspondence but for her kindness in sharing the
letters with Ms. Ewart. The author has used A.L.
Rouse , The Cousin jacks: The Cornish in
America (New York: Scribners, 1969); Jim
Morley and Doris Foley, Gold Cities: Grass
Valley and Nevada City (Berkeley: Howell-North
Books, 1965); and Ralph Mann, "The Decade

After the Gold Rush : Social Structure in Grass
Valley and Nevada City, Ca., 185o-186o,"
Pacific Histoncal Review, Vol. 41, No. 4
(November 1972.). The Grass Valley Telegraph ,
Grass Valley Union, and The Nevada National
(Grass Valley) also provided valuable information on Cornish miners , as did the San Francisco
Golden Era and San Francisco Courier. Additional background may be found in the author's
master's thesis, "Cornish Mining Families of
Grass Valley, California,": completed at California State University, Sacramento, in 1980.
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Main Street, Columbia State Park. Employees enjoy an early morning chat near a deserted
corner which wzll soon fill with Saturday visitors. In the background at the right is the town
museum, formerly a general store, originally erected in 1854. The immaculate condition of
the inten.or today, which houses a number of exhibits chronicling Columbia 's continuing
development, is a for cry from its appearance in the days before restoration began (below).
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HISTORICAL LANDMARK
Where Western history comes alive

COLUMBIA STATE HISTORIC PARK
RICHARD L. DYER

In an article in our Spring 1981 issue Professor Dyer described Columbia 's origins and
early mining period. (Editor)
Few events in American history have had a more romantic tradition or resulted in more
far-reaching effects than the California Gold Rush. The discovery of gold was the cornerstone for the rapid development of California's economic, political and social institutions. Columbia, ''The Gem of the Southern Mines,'' retained more of the rich and
fascinating era of "people working, fighting, loving, and praying together" than any
other gold camp in California.
Columbia, located four miles north of Sonora, is reached by meandering narrow roads
and surrounded by rolling hills covered with oaks, pines, manzanita and red buds. After
the placer deposits had been depleted, the ensuing years softened the gutted landscape
and weathered the small ranch houses and barns with their rustic split-rail fences. Along
dusty roads during the early wth century sagging board-and-batten houses with verandas
and corrugated metal roofs were evidence of the slow deterioration that was taking place.
On the outskirts of the old camp, the bell towers of venerable St. Anne's and St. Andrew's churches stood as sentinels of the quiet town nestled at the foot of gold-rich Kennebec Hill.
Richard Dyer received his M.A . from California State University-Los Angeles in r969 . He teaches
history at Columbia junior College where his interests center around activities and local organizations
devoted to the history of California's Mother Lode region.
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Children still made the short trek up Schoolhouse Lane to attend the two-story red
brick schoolhouse just as had their parents and grandparents in earlier days. The seventh
and eighth graders used the outside stairs to get to their upper level room; the others met
their teachers on the lower level.
Along tree-lined Main Street an occasional car was parked in front of brick shops with
wrought-iron grills and shutters and framed clapboard residences. Morgan's "What
Cheer House" (today the City Hotel) was the site of the annual community Christmas
tree, lovingly decorated by the children to com::nemorate the Christ child. Across the
street the two-story sheet metal Firehouse sheltered motorized fire equipment for the
volunteer firemen .
At the corner of Main and State Streets, Knapp's 1854 brick building housed the
principal mercantile firm in Columbia. In the next block on Main Street, busy workers at
the Columbia Candy Kitchen prepared their popular sweets from time-honored recipes
on large slabs of local marble.
Along the north side of Main Gulch (the gold discovery site) the imposing Fallon
House offered "big city" accommodations for travelers; dances and ten-cent silent
movies were popular entertainment for the residents. Two blocks away at the corner of
State and Broadway streets the American flag hung from a tall flagpole. This was an important meeting place during the patriotic pageants which are still a cherished part of the
community's commemorative activities.
During the evenings many residents could be found taking a stroll. At a leisurely pace
they enjoyed their town - the ornate architecture of the old buildings, magnificent
"China Trees," brick and board sidewalks, cozy homes with white picket fences, green
fields sprinkled with wildflowers, and, most importantly, congenial friends and
neighbors. For the children the evening walk usually meant it was ''ice cream time.'' But
their parents warned them to be good and avoid walking by the boisterous saloons while
securing their favorite treat.
During the 1920s travelers braving rutted Highway 49 discovered the charm of
historic Columbia and began to talk about preserving the deteriorating gold rush
buildings. Columbians were indifferent. Many did not take kindly to ''flatlanders,''
especially those who might spoil their "good clean environment."
The Great Depression was hard on the residents. Pocket miners occasionally uncovered rich deposits of gold but the glory days were gone; more money was made selling
mines than mining. The marble quarry hired a few workers but the number was small
and the work was not always steady . A few fortunate men were able to get on the payroll
of the Pickering Lumber Company at about six dollars a day . Some farmed and tended
their livestock, a few worked in the local shops, and some were hired for government
projects. Residents moved away to the larger cities where full time work was easier to
secure, and the population declined to fewer than three hundred. For too many young
men, there "wasn't any work anyplace" during those years.
During the 1930s research on Columbia's historic past was begun in earnest by state,
federal and local researchers. Reports were completed by Aubrey Neasham, Frederick Law
Olmsted, Jr., Hero Eugene Rensch, Otheto Weston, Francis W. Wilson and others.
These reports included architectural, economic, historical, pictorial and social surveys of
the old mining camp and its pioneer residents. Olmsted expressed the sentiments of the
other researchers when he found ''the old mining town of Columbia . .. the most interesting, picturesque and historically valuable monument of the early mining
days .... "
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In these two simzfar photographs taken looking east down State Street, one can note
the results of restoration work in Columbia. The two-story firehouse at left in both
pictures is today the location of the popular Firemen's Muster, where participants
compete to determine who can pump a stream of water the farthest distance.
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Festivities marking the establishment of Columbia State Park were held in july 194 5.
Van·ous luminan·es participated, frequently am·ving in conveyances dating from Columbia's early days (below). Governor Wa?Ten was on hand to sign legislation allocating funds for restoration work (above left) whzle Hollywood was represented by such
veteran performers as Leo Camllo (above nght).
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Scholarly research by Barbara Eastman (Columbia's unofficial community historian)
and architectural renderings by Francis W. Wilson enabled state planners to recommend
that forty buildings be thoroughly restored on a 170-acre site to constitute a core for the
Columbia State Historic Park. Columbia was to be preserved for the people for their enjoyment and inspiration as an example of a living community representative of the
Mother Lode mining camps of the 1850-1870 era.
The surveys completed during the 1930s and 1940s provided direction for the state to
"restore, repair and preserve" the Columbia civic center.
Actually, the first restoration work was done by residents who participated in the
research and lovingly refurbished their homes. Among these were the Dashers, Drapers,
Grants, Knapps, Rehms, Sikoras, and McConnells - "Doctor" and Geraldine. The
restoration of the 1864 James Wilson cottage on Main Street by the McConnells
prompted other restoration projects. This small white cottage with green shutters surrounded by a rambling garden of crepe myrtle , roses , violets, hollyhocks , a boxwood
hedge, and white picket fence is one of Columbia's most photogenic attractions today.
The home was used by Governor Warren when Columbia State Historic Park was officially established . Today Geraldine McConnell, in period dress and hair style, is the conscience of the State Park - ever ready to set the record straight, to tourists or state officials alike.
After extensive lobbying by the California State Parks Commission and the Columbia
Historic State Park Commission , both chaired by Joseph R. Knowland, Governor Earl
Warren signed Senate Bill 1256 at Columbia on July 15, 1945. The bill authorized
$50,000 in state funds which was to be matched by $50,000 raised by the commissions to
initiate the acquisition of property and the restoration of buildings . On that historic day
Governor Earl Warren arrived in an immaculate open carriage to make Columbia officially the state capital for a day; Charlie Schneider's Tonsorial Parlor (today the Justice of the
Peace Court) was formally designated his office.
Visitors participating in the parade, pageantry and Gold Rush Day contests were
greeted by Columbians "picturesquely dressed in the straight-backed suits and top hats,
and flowing bustled gowns of their pioneer parents . . . . ''
A vocal minority of Columbians, true to their conservative mountain tradition, were
not enthusiastic about the "state take-over" of their community. They saw it as a plan
developed by strangers for strangers. But today even the skeptics have mellowed. Most
residents realize that, as one resident expressed it, "If it hadn't been for the
state ... they wouldn't be anybody here .. . this place would 'uv fell down ."
The actual restoration of historic buildings is a long, meticulous, expensive process by
archaeologists, architects and skilled construction crews. Each building is disassembled
and vertical columns of concrete and rebar steel are then erected to strengthen the walls.
The original bricks, wrought iron and wood are frequently used to maintain the authenticity of the reconstructed building. The state has spared little in money and materials in
the restoration work. One Columbia resident noted that you ''could knock off every brick
and it [the building] would still be standing."
Today Columbia State Historic Park is an authentically restored living community of
almost 250 acres , more than twenty concessionaires, and about forty fully-restored
buildings along the original roads . Over half a million visitors a year, from near and far,
travel to the Park in their family cars, recreational vehicles, and school and chartered tour
buses.
Movie and television producers discovered Columbia and the surrounding communities even before the tourists. Authentic sets abound and have been repeatedly
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featured in the multitude of Hollywood westerns which have helped shape the moviegoer's image of what constituted the American frontier. Familiar stars such as Gary
Cooper, W .C. Fields, Henry Fonda, Grace Kelly, Michael Landon, Randolph Scott, Cicely Tyson and Mae West have lived and mixed with Columbians who are frequently used
as extras. Even Lassie's friendly bark has been heard in these Mother Lode hills .
Columbia is for families. It is the best entertainment in the southern Mother Lode.
Dad can tour the historic Hidden Treasure Mine along the slope of the Stanislaus River
gorge. Mom can spend an hour at the museum looking at the artifacts and viewing the
slide story of Columbia. Junior can take Louie Gookin's stage coach and ''ride shotgun''
just in case any modern Black Bart attempts to waylay the travelers. Bud can belly up to
the bar in the Stage Drivers' Retreat and down a frosty glass of sarsparilla and a giant
pretzel. Sis can visit the old school and, if she is careful, squeeze into the wood and
wrought-iron desks which were last used in 1936. Granny may have time for the Sunday
service at the historic ''Church of the 49ers . '' Grandpa can sing a song or spin a yarn with
Pat, Ray, Seymour and, of course, Bill Davis at the Pioneer Barber Shoppe. Later the entire family can meet for a gourmet luncheon at the City Hotel, then watch a play at the
Fallon House before returning to their nearby motel for the evening.
The Department of Parks and Recreation, with the assistance of Tuolumne County
residents, has embarked on an ambitious plan to expand historic Columbia before the
''growing pressures of encroaching development and inappropriate commercialism''
undermine "the Columbia experience."
A new parking facility for six hundred vehicles is proposed outside of town . The current parking lot at Main Gulch will be returned to its original setting - a long narrow
gulch complete with interpretive mining equipment. Nearby an authentic tent and shanty town will be erected at the original gold discovery site.
Horse-drawn coaches will carry visitors from the nearby airport and parking facility into historic Columbia. The ten-block town center will include about sixty-five fully
restored buildings and various artisans at work.
The fields and hills around the civic center will include hiking trails, picnicking
facilities, and a parade ground for patriotic festivals and the popular Firemen's Muster.
For all of this, however, the gold, marble and timber which brought prosperity to a
few proved less enduring than the lore, heritage and convictions developed in the old
mining camp - Columbia.
The rip roaring days are over,
The days of old, the days of gold,
The days of '49. They are all gone;
Just the same, I remember when
I was
The gem of the Southern Mines.
Edith T. Morgan

SOURCES: While source material dealing with
more recent developments in Columbia are few
in number, the author did utilize Otheto
Weston's Mother Lode Album (Stanford University Press , 1948) which recounts the histories of
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various buildings in Columbia. Also consulted
were Gold Rush Country (Menlo Park, CA: Lane
Publishing, 1957) and Columbia by Raymond
Early (San Francisco: Fearon Publishers, 1957).
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Columbia, former Gem of
the Southern Mines, is situated in the foothills overlooking California's great Central
Valley and is easily accessible
via several state highways.
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THE CHURCHES OF THE DISINHERITED:
The Culture of Radicalism on the North Pacific
Industrial Frontier
CARLOS A. SCHWANTES

In the decades that followed Appomattox many Americans were seized by the conviction
that something was terribly wrong with contemporary society. A labor journal in 1884
complained: "Millions have been knocked out of their old ruts by machinery, and
millions have had to succumb to the terms offered by those corporations of massed capital
that have destroyed the old order of things.'' The increase in work-related accidents and
diseases was appalling. The grinding poverty of "wage slaves" seemed responsible for a
level of violence never before known in labor-management relations. The conditions
which preceded the rise of late-19th-century socialism have been compared by theologian
H. Richard Niebuhr to those which formed the background for earlier religious revolutions. The churches, he wrote, had grown "emotionally too cold, ethically too neutral,
intellectually too sober, socially too aristocratic to attract the men who suffered under the
oppression of monotonous toil, of insufficient livelihood and the sense of social inferiority." Church historian Martin E. Marty has observed that the Christians of that era were
in the ''novel situation of having to explain away the very classes of people among whom
Carlos Schwantes received his Ph.D. from the University ofMichigan in 1976. He is currently Professor
of History at Walla Walla College in Washington state where he has taught since 1969. A frequent
contn"butor to a van·ety ofjournals, Schwantes' research into the history of the working class in the
Pacific Northwest also resulted in the 1979 publication of Radical Heritage: Labor, Socialism, and
Reform in Washington and British Columbia, 1885-1917, which received the Emil and Kathleen Sick
Pnze in Western History and Biography. He is currently preparing yet another volume, this dealing
with the 1893 depression's impact on Western workers and their responses to it.
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they conceived the Church to have been born and for whom the Gospel had been proclaimed: the poor, the outcast, the downtrodden, the overlooked, the materially hopeless
of the world. " 1
While many of the poor and outcast continued in orthodox churches, and others
stayed home, still others found in the informality, sociability and egalitarianism of radical
organizations a substitute for cold, formal, authoritarian Sunday services in which the
minister "was hired to do the thinking." In Niebuhr's words, the various radical
movements of the late 19th century functioned as "churches of the disinherited." Like
their earlier counterparts, the modern churches of the disinherited- be they composed
of socialists, anarchists, populists or labor reformers- made adherents aware of a latent
sense of social solidarity and they enriched individual lives through a feeling of participation in epochal world events. 2
Participation rather than acquiescence, and hope rather than despair, were the
essence of the new movement. The old Gospel, a labor reformer explained in 1884, had
been used to educate workers to "hopelessness and oppression." By contrast, the new
Gospel proclaimed that ''poverty and slavery are not caused by the goodness of God, but
by the meanness and greed of men, by bad laws and the absence of social organization.''
These were lessons that American radicals in the 188os and r89os learned from the
economic writings of Henry George, the utopian novels of Edward Bellamy, and, surprising to some, from the ethical imperatives of the New Testament. 3
The modern churches of the disinherited preached a secular gospel of labor reform
that fairly pulsed with millennia! expectation. Adherents, exemplified by Eugene V.
Debs, perennial Socialist candidate for the presidency, fervently believed that sooncoming radical changes would liberate workers from the evils that afflicted them. To a
generation that had seen one major reform, the abolition of slavery, wrought by a violent
Civil War, nothing, not even the abolition of the wage system, was really unthinkable.
Consequently, at a time when the new industrial order still lacked legitimacy, even minor
social upheavals evoked visions of cataclysm that haunted and frightened conservatives
while they buoyed and inspired radicals. In 1871 the venerable American Anti-Slavery
Society became the Reform League and turned its attention to fighting a new form of oppression, wage slavery. Was there to be a new, violent cataclysm? Only many decades of
disappointment would dim the radicals' millennia! expectations .4
1.
john Swinton 's Paper (New York), October I9, I884, p. I; December 2.I, I8 84, p. I (first
quotation); H . Richard Neibuhr, The Social Sources a/Denominationalism (I957 reprint ; Cleveland:
The World Publishing Company, I92.9), p. 73 (second quotation); Manin E. Many, Righteous Empire:
The Protestant Experience in America (Harper Torchbook; New York: Harper & Row, I97o), p . I52.
(third quotation).
2.. Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly (New York), Aprili8, I874. p . 6 (first quotation);
Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism, p . I 52. (second quotation).
3· Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly, Januarp6, I875, p . 5; Palladium ofLabor(Hami!ton ,
Ontario), Aprili9, I884, p. I (quotation); William McDevitt, "Shangri-La of Puget Sound, " The
Searchlight, March-April, I95o, p. 6.
4· John Higham, From Boundlessness to Consolidation: The Transformation ofAmerican
Culture, I848-I86o (Ann Arbor, Michigan: William L. Clements Library, I969), pp. 10, I2., 2.8; E.].
Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels: Studies in Archaic Forms ofSocial Movement in the 19th and 2.oth Centuries (Nonon Library; New York: W. W . Nonon, 1959). pp. 57-6rpassim; The National Standard
(New York), May I3, I87I, p . 4; The New Time (Spokane, Washington), August 6, I904, p. 4;
Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly, Aprili8, I874, pp . 8, 9; April I, I876, p . 5· For a discussion of the
responses to one event, see Samuel Bernstein, ''The Impact of the Paris Commune in the United
States," Massachusetts Review, XII (Summer I97I), pp . 435-446.
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Populist Governor john Rogers had a
reputation for honesty. His popularity with
the voters was such that he captured the
state house for a second term in 1900 even
though all other state offices and a majority
in both houses of the state legislature had
been captured by Republicans.
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The adherents of this new gospel were especially numerous on the Pacific Coast. A
Chicago newspaper observed in r886 that for ''some reason that is not easy to explain the
Pacific Coast has always had a strange attraction for people of a romantic and unpractical
turn of mind ." This frequently-remarked phenomenon, assuming its reality, has many
explanations, the most obvious being the contrast between perceived opportunities in the
East and West. Eastern reformers had early believed that the West offered them "the
most advantages and the fewest obstacles to overcome." For similar reasons, industrialists
and laborers also regarded the West with a sense of great expectation. "For years,"
lamented a member of the Industrial Workers of the World in 1915, ''the Golden West
has been the Mecca in the dreams of the misguided worker in all parts of the country. If I
can only get West, has been his only thought." Not finding the promised land in the
West, such workers became all the more restless and discontented. The vast majority ended up selling their labor for wages. 5
Millennialism in various guises had a notable impact on reform thought and public
life in sparsely settled Washington state. In contrast with long-established Eastern states,
or even with her youthful sisters, Oregon and California, late 19th- and early wthcentury Washington not only had an abundance of natural resources, but, more importantly, her citizens also believed that they could prevent the kind of capitalistic abuses
that had occurred in California, for example, where the monopolistic Southern Pacific
Railroad was widely regarded as a menacing financial octopus. Millennia! expectations
coupled with the lack of a powerful, entrenched opposition to new ideas encouraged
Washington's reformers to embrace all kinds of bold measures designed to give "the people'' control of the powerful engine of wealth production.6

s. Chicago journal as quoted in the Oregonian, April 17 , r886, p. 2 (first quotation) ;
Woodhull and Claflin 's Weekly , July u , r874 , p. 8 (second quotation) ; Luczfer (Chicago) , April 27 ,
r898, p . 135 ; Solidarity (New York), May r, 1915, p . 2 (third quotation) ; Seattle Daily Press, May 26 ,
r886, p . 2.
.
6 . john Swinton 's Paper, December 28, r884 , p. r; July 4 , r886, p . 2; William McDevitt,
"Who Were the Colonists," The Searchlight (San Francisco), March-April , r9 sr, pp. 7-9.
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In the r89os a number of American socialists came to believe that they could best
demonstrate the virtues of socialism by capturing a single state and converting it into a
model commonwealth. Some socialists, including Eugene Debs, most notably, singled
out Washington as the ideal place to begin. Debs' plans to establish the Social
Democracy's first colony somewhere within the state were openly encouraged by no less a
figure than the state's governor, Populist pamphleteer and labor reformer, John R.
Rogers. Oregon's leading newspaper, the conservative Portland Oregonian, was so appalled by Rogers' welcome that it issued a stinging rebuke: "Does the state of
Washington want a colony of theoretical cut-throats established within her borders?
Governor Rogers, whose brain . . . seems to be inhabited by a flock of angry bats in
zigzag flight, has made statements . . . to the effect that the social democracy colonial
enterprise would find a joyous welcome in Washington." Rogers, however, no doubt
spoke for a majority of his reform-minded constituents. 7
Even after Rogers' death in 1901, and a brief period of popular hostility to radicals
that followed the assassination of President William McKinley by a self-proclaimed anarchist in the same year, Washington remained such a congenial home for radicals that one
of them described the region in 1903 as ''full of germinal possibilities for radical
thought." He described the Puget Sound area as a "splendid land in which to live and
work for progressive ideas." There were, of course, some unreasoning bigots;
nonetheless, ''there is a constant ferment of thought; and many minds are to be found
receptive of new ideas .' ' 8
Some of the minds most receptive of new ideas belonged to members of
Washington's working class. This class became especially noticeable in the r88os when
opportunity first lured a large number of workingmen to the Puget Sound area. Many
brought families, plied a trade, and became respected community members. But others
7· Oregonian, September 2.8, 1897, p . 4 (quotation); Charles Pierce LeWarne, Utopias on
Puget Sound, r88s-I9I5 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1975), pp. 6o-61.
8. The Demonstrator (Lakebay, Washington), July 15, 1903, p . 2. (quotation); Free Society
(San Francisco), February n, 1900 , p. 3; LeW arne , Utopias on Puget Sound, p'p. 179-186 passim.

Attempts by Eugene Debs to convert
Washington state to socialist ideology via
the ballot box met with limited success. In
the election of 1912 both a Socialist state
representative and senator were selected by
voters; Debs, running as the presidential
candidate, secured an impressive 4o,ooo
votes. Theodore Roosevelt, however,
received IIJ,OOO in a losing cause whzle
Woodrow Wzlson , victorious in the national
election, received 86,ooo.
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had no family, no particular skills, and no money. Many a worker who accepted the free
transportation offered by railroad construction companies, arrived from the Midwest with
all his worldly possessions tucked into a bedroll, and he shoveled din for only a day or two
before drifting off to see the new country. Chronically restless and lacking stabilizing
social ties, casual laborers were a feature of working-class life in Washington for the next
thiny years. Poor, outcast and downtrodden, they nonetheless had one thing in common
with their more affluent neighbors: ''Like the pioneers of an earlier day,'' a contemporary observed in 1909, ''workingmen who travel westward are for the most part imbued
with the restless spirit born of the desire for improved conditions.'' The desire to understand how to improve conditions plus a yearning for companionship often led them to
join one of the modern churches of the disinherited, perhaps the Knights of Labor or,
later, the Industrial Workers of the World (the Wobblies).9
The Knights of Labor, the dominant labor body in the Pacific Northwest during the
r88os, probably did more to shape the region's culture of radicalism than any other
organization. The communitarians on Puget Sound, the local socialists, anarchists, Wobblies, and even Washington's Populists, were all influenced to some degree by the
Knights of Labor. The Knights' mixed local assemblies, for example, were the first important centers in the Pacific Nonhwest for the dissemination of the new gospel of labor
reform. The mixed assembly bore little resemblance to the typical labor union. Usually
organized on the basis of geography rather than a particular skill or industry, it was impractical as a collective bargaining unit. But as a reform club or debating society it served
a useful purpose. Seeking to embody the Knights' idealistic motto, "An injury to one is
the concern of all," the mixed assembly joined together "all branches of honorable toil
without regard to nationality, sex, creed or color." Three-founhs of the members were
supposed to be wageworkers or farmers, but in effect anyone was welcome except Chinese
and the so-called "drones," a mixed bag that included doctors, lawyers, bankers,
stockbrokers, professional gamblers, and sellers of liquor. Elaborate and secret rituals and
mysteries, created by people steeped in the rites of free masonry, the Odd Fellows, or
Knights of Pythias, provided members a sense of dignity, a welcome escape from
loneliness, and protection from prying eyes of employers. 10
The mixed assembly, as distinguished from the trades assembly, was especially
popular in the newly-settled West. Almost all of the Knights' more than sixty local
assemblies in Washington were of the mixed variety. In the exceptionally fast-growing
towns on Puget Sound they provided the stranger a kind of instant community . 11
The region's rootless, single workers as well as its more established artisans found the
Knights of Labor to be an important social and educational agency. The frequent entertainment programs and picnics were well-attended. To the Knights' r886 picnic and
9· Industrial Union Bulletin (Chicago), February 2.7, 1909, p . 2., (quotation); Oregonian,
February 16, 1886, p. 2.; Seattle Daily Press, July r6, 1886, p . 4; July 30, r886, p . 4·
10. Proceedings ofthe Eighth General Assembly ofthe Knights ofLabor, r884, p . 780 (quotation); Gerald N . Grob, Workers and Utopia: A Study of Ideological Conflict in the American Labor
Movement, r865-1900 (Quadrangle Paperbacks; Chicago: Quadrangle Books, r96r), pp. 34-4 3 passim;
Wilson Carey McWilliams, The Idea ofFraternity in America (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1973), pp. 379, 392.-395 passim. For a more complete discussion of the role of the Knights of Labor in
the Pacific Northwest, see C. A. Schwantes, ''Race and Radicalism : The Legacy of the Knights of Labor
in the Pacific Northwest,'' paper delivered at the Knights of Labor Centennial Symposium, Newberry
Library, Chicago, May q-19, 1979.
u. Statistics on the Knights of Labor in Washington are derived from Jonathan Garlock and
N.C. Builder, "The Knights of Labor Data Bank: User's Manual and Index to Local Assemblies" (unpublished ms., Rochester, New York, 1973).
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clambake on Alk.i Point came more than two thousand men and women from Seattle and
several hundred more from Tacoma, Black Diamond, Newcastle and Renton. Former territorial governor W . A. Newell addressed the gathering. Two years later the Knights
organized Seattle's first Labor Day celebration, a festive occasion complete with racing
contests, band music, and speeches - many speeches. Dancing the evening away at a
Knights of Labor grand ball was another popular form of working-class entertainment. 12
The typical Knights of labor social was a high-minded affair, a mixture of instructive
oratory, poetic recitations, instrumental solos, and, occasionally, orchestral music. While
most of the music was valued solely as entertainment, the Knights sometimes combined
sarcastic comments with the well-known melodies of religious and patriotic hymns to
create a type of propaganda in song. The words from a typical piece, sung to the tune of
"America," indicate how the Knights cynically regarded public life in the early 189os:
Our Country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of knavery,
Of thee we sing!
Sweet land of Jobs and Rings,
And various crooked things Our social system brings
Full many a sting. 13
Music was a highly valued part of the culture of radicalism. The Washington socialists
often used instrumental music, such as that provided by a drum corps or small orchestra,
to enliven their rallies, picnics, and occasional stereopticon shows. None of the modern
churches of the disinherited ever used music so effectively as the Industrial Workers of the
World. "It is really surprising," said a Spokane Wobbly, "how soon a crowd will form
on the street to hear a song in the interest of the working class, familiar as they are with
the maudlin sentimental music of various religionists.'' Published in the famous little red
songbook that the Industrial Workers of the World began issuing in 1909, songs like
"Hallelujah, I'm a Bum," "The Rebel Girl," and "Dump The Bosses Off Your Back"
-the latter sung to the tune of "Take It To The Lord In Prayer" -were used to fan
"the holy flames of discontent." 14
The culture of radicalism flourished with social activities of many types. The
"Socialist social," exclaimed one party member, has become synonymous with a "good
time." Fun and camaraderie were usually combined with a more serious activity, such as
raising funds to sustain the group's various propaganda efforts. Social occasions also
enhanced group solidarity. The Agitator Club of Seattle, for example, staged a "hard
times ball'' in the midst of the 1912 recession. Members, required to dress in rags or castoff overalls, were invited to "go where rags will be respected." The ball fostered such a
spirit of camaraderie that one member excitedly asserted, "That is life. Real and active
12.. Seattle Daily Press, June 30, 1886, p. 4; July 6, 1886, p. 1; April7 , 1888, p . 4; September
4, 1888, p . 4 - supplement; Tacoma Daily Ledger, April 2.8, 1887, p. 8;journal of the Knights of
Labor, December 2.9, 1892., p. 4·
13. Philip S. Foner, American Labor Songs ofthe Nineteenth Century (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1975), p. 151.
14. Industrial Union Bulletin, May 16, 1908 , p . 4 (quotations); The New Time, April 30,
1904, p. 4; January 2.1, 1905 , p. 4; E. B. "Harry" Ault, "Autobiographical Sketch," Box 6, Folder 69,
Part 1, E. B. Ault Papers, University of Washington Libraries.
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life. Life that one can contemplate with joy. For it has fulness. It is creative. It is life worth
while. Oh, that we had more such clubs. " 15
No aspect of the culture of radicalism was more fundamental than education. The
various socialist, anarchist and labor reform organizations launched an impressive array of
educational endeavors - libraries and reading rooms, newspapers, lyceums and debates
- to hasten the coming of the more humane new world. Americans today find it difficult to visualize tens of thousands of wageworkers spending their short evening hours
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Another example of the license taken by reform
lyricists with ''America. '' Such revisions of revered
American melodies reflected the cynicism felt by
many working Americans to contemporary lzfe.
diligently studying for themselves a ponderous five-hundred-page treatise on economics.
But that is the image that noted labor economist Richard T. Ely conveyed when he
described working-class reaction to Henry George's Progress and Poverty in the
mid-r88os .16
The subsequent evolution of organized labor into a conservative, job-conscious
bureaucracy, plus the professionalization of intellect through colleges and universities,
have accustomed Americans to think of the typical wageworker as non-intellectual or
15. The New Time, February 2.5, 1905, p . 4 (first quotation); The Agitator (Lakebay,
Washington), March I, 1912., p . 4 (second quotation).
16 . RichardT. Ely , The Labor Movement in America (New York : T. Y. Crowell and Company, I886), p. I84.
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even as anti-intellectual. One of Ely's successors at the University of Wisconsin, Selig
Perlman, writing in 1927, painted a considerably different picture in his classic, A Theory
of the Labor Movement. Perlman rather contemputuously contrasted the fuzzy theories
of professional intellectuals with what he described as the practical, ''home-grown,'' jobconscious ideology of the American labor movement. Perlman, observing the American
Federation of Labor in his own time, obscured the close relationship between
wageworkers and intellectual activity in an earlier era. 17
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In the years that followed World War I, the meaning of terms like "intellectual" and
"education" grew increasingly restrictive, and people found it difficult to recall the
worker as intellectual, or at least as a serious student of political economy. Yet, before the
rise to power of the job-conscious American Federation of Labor, it was as easy for the
worker to fancy himself an intellectual as it was for the self-proclaimed intellectual to feel
at home in the labor movement . Quite simply, nineteenth-century labor bristled at the
suggestion that workers had no business studying or discussing the momentous issues affecting labor, that they were "not qualified for it, and that the proper adjustment of
17. Selig Perlman, A Theory of the Labor Movement (1966 reprint; New York : Augustus M.
Kelley, 192.8), pp . 6, 247, 2.80-30 3 passim .
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their rights belonged to their employers, who are supposed to know more about such
things. " 18
The twentieth-century tendency to equate education with formal schooling obscures
the way in which labor unions and radical study clubs once functioned as agencies of
uplift and education. "The Knights of Labor," observed the Seattle Daily Call, " is the
best organization ever inaugurated to unite and educate the industrial people . Each
assembly is a school where true political economy is discussed.' ' One reason why the
modern churches of the disinherited took their educational duties so seriously is that they
believed the nation's school system to be deficient. Most notably, it failed to teach
students about major social problems. The student thus "enters on the rugged paths of
life unfitted to meet the combined organizations who are ever against him. ' ' On the
other hand, argued a Seattle labor reformer, in the schools represented by the several
thousand local assemblies of the Knights of Labor, social topics ' 'are handled with keen
discrimination. They have master minds among them who would be an ornament in the
chair of social science in any well established university." 19
That was not a jesting remark, for labor reformers in the post-Civil War era typically
believed that specialized knowledge was being democratized. ''Two hundred years ago,''
intoned a Seattle Labor Day speaker in 1888, "medical knowledge was entirely in the
hands of the doctors. Now it is in the schools, and hygiene and physiology are common
branches. To-day the mothers know more than the doctors two hundred years ago. The
professionals have not been pulled down; the people have risen .' ' The Knights , in short,
The Seattle Dazly Call, February ·q , x8 86, p. 4 ·
The Seattle Daily Call, October 7, x88 s, p. 2. (second quotation); January 2.6, x886 , p. 4
(first quotation); Puget Sound Weekly Cooperator (Seattle), February 4, x88 6 , pp . 3, s;]ohn Swinton 's Paper, April n, x886 , p. 3·
18.
19.
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no Com~etitio n Cannot Exist~ ana that Communism Is an lnevitaole Conse~uen
96 .

Masthead of The Firebrand, radical
Portland-based pen.odical dedicated to
" ... the burning away of the cobwebs
of ignorance and superstition. '' The
publishers of this flambuoyant weekly
sought the overthrow of the established
Amen·can system by attacking its very
foundations: capitalism, law and order,
and the church. Some of its frank
discussions of such controversial topics
as free love upset even fellow radicals.
The last issue appeared less than three
years after its debut in r895 - its
publishers having been charged with
sending obscene literature through the
mails.

No . .

exhibited an ardent anti-elitism that later generations easily mistook for antiintellectualism. Their anti-elitist stance caused them to promote a simple but practical
education in elementary school, to oppose the new "craze" of the public high school,
and to scorn colleges and universities. Workers wondered why they should be taxed to
support high schools preparing middle-class youth for clerical and professional occupations when no one subsidized working-class youth by buying them the tools of their
trade. Further, Knights quite correctly suspected that colleges and universities were
strongholds of privilege and anti-union sentiment, and that the individualistic and intensely competitive middle class valued the prevailing classical education primarily for the
status it conferred. Knights advocated the kind of knowledge that provided solutions to
the real and immediate problems affecting the working class. 20
"Knowledge is power," read a banner prominent in Spokane's r89r Labor Day
parade. Animating the modern churches of the disinherited was the conviction that
"ideas, firmly grasped and enforced, can move and control the world." The Wobblies,
no less than the Knights, believed that "an idea is the most dynamic thing in the world.
The power to· transmit ideas is the power to change the world.' ' 21
20 . Seattle Daily Press, September 4, r888, p. 4 - supplement (quotation); Burton]. Bledstein, The Culture a/Professionalism: The Middle Class and the Development a/Higher Education in
America (Nonon Library; New York: W . W. Nonon, I976), p. 34; Philip R.V. Curoe, Educational Attitudes and Policies of Organized Labor in the United States (New York : Teachers' College, Columbia
University, I926), pp. 8o-9I passim. On the evolution of American education , see also Roben H.
Wiebe, "The Social Functions of Public Education ," Amencan Quarterly, XXI (Summer I969), pp.
I47-I63; and David Tyack, "Education and Social Unrest, I873-I878," Harvard Educational Review,
XXXI (Spring I96I), pp. I94-2I2.
21. The Spokane Review, September 8, 1891, p . I (first quotation); Puget Sound Weekly
Cooperator, February 4· I886, p. I (second quotation); Seattle Dazly Press, April7, I888, p. s; Solidarity, September u, I9IS, p. 2 (third quotation).
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Knights, searching for a workable alternative to the ''false systems that have and still
continue to generate poverty and crime," stumbled across the idea that the complex
events of life could be reduced to a series of simple, predictable, and thus easily
understandable patterns. At a time when most colleges and universities had yet to
establish bona fide departments of sociology or political science, Knights maintained that
"the study of social science is the greatest study in the curriculum of sciences. It is the
science of self-government and that of your fellows.'' In short, the new dogma of labor
reform substituted for trust in divine providence a faith that ''the inevitable rules of
social science must govern our actions, irrespective of consequences. We know we shall
win by our intelligence, and by the mighty rules of justice and equity. " 22
The prevalence of belief in salvation through education helps to explain why radicals
were so devoted to journalism. By publishing a newspaper the smallest group of visionaries reached an audience of hundreds if not thousands . Radicals believed the press to
be indispensable in helping them "educate the masses from that low, groveling condition in which they have been oppressed for many centuries.' ' 23
A special kind of working-class sanctuary was the permanent library or reading room
where "the principal progressive papers will be on file." This room, suggested a labor
reformer-in r888, "should be made comfortable and attractive so as to lead the members
to patronize it instead of the saloon; and were a coffee room attached it might be made
profitable." The need for a library to cater to the needs of the working class was all the
more urgent at a time when public libraries were not open at hours convenient for
workers, not interested in stocking radical publications, or simply non-existent. 24
Seattle's Knights staged a number of special activities to raise funds to support a
reading room. When the room opened in early 1886, the young communities of Seattle
and Tacoma had yet to establish free, public libraries . Usually Knights began their library
by simply purchasing a widely advertised core collection of thirty-two books by twentyeight authors, all for five dollars. These included the principal works of Bacon, Darwin,
Henry George, Laurence Gronlund, Huxley, Kropotkin, LaSalle, Marx, Morris , Herbert
Spencer, and others. Although Knights surely enjoyed reading some of the latest potboilers, they were probably like the Wobblies that University of Washington economist
Carleton Parker later observed, devouring difficult volumes on political and economic
theory. 25
In an effort to systematize the education of workers, the Knights at their 1899 General
Assembly proposed to organize a correspondence school of social and political science,
history, oratory and composition. Supporters of the idea emphasized that "there is no

u . The Seattle Datly Call, October 5, 1887, pp. L (first quotation), 4 (third quotation); Puget
Sound Weekly Cooperator, February 4, 1886, p. 3 (second quotation).
L3. Puget Sound Weekly Cooperator (Seattle), February 4, 1886, pp. 4, 6 (quotations); john
Swinton's Paper, Apnf L5, 1886, p . 3; j ournal ofUnitedLabor(Washington, D.C.), August L3, 1888,
p. L686; The Socialist (Seattle), October 5, 1895, p . L; Socialist Voice (Seattle), January 6, 191L, p. r.
L4· john Swinton's Paper, March L7, 1887, p. 3 (quotation); Woodhull and Claflin's Weekly,
January LO, 187L, p . 3;journal of United Labor, August u, 1889, p . 4; The New Time, December ro,
1904, p. 4; Why? (Tacoma, Washington), November 1913, p . 18 .
L5. Seattle Datly Press, June 4, 1886, p . 4; August 15, 1888, p. 4; October L9, 1888, p. 4;
November 17, 1888, p. 6;john Swinton's Paper, September n, 1886, p. 3; Tacoma Daily Ledger,
August L7, 1886, p . 5· William D. Haywood described his fellow miners in a Nevada mining camp as
avid readers. Among the books they owned were volumes by Darwin, Voltaire, Byron, Shakespeare,
Burns, and Milton. William D . Haywood, Bz/1 Haywood's Book: The Autobiography of Big Bill
Haywood (New York: International Publishers, 19L9), p . L3 ·
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source from which we are to expect results of such momentous consequence and vital importance to mankind as social and political science. It lies at the very root of the secret of
progress, happiness, liberty and prosperity ." By that time, however, the Knights had
declined to the point of extinction, and the conservative American Federation of Labor
had become organized labor's most prominent spokesman. Labor's supreme effort to
make everyman his own social scientist was quickly forgotten .26
The rise to power of the American Federation of Labor signified the triumph of
organization over ''the movement.'' Yet, even as job-conscious unionism gained ascendancy, the old imperative to do something about the unhappiness and misery caused by
the new industrial state continued to animate some workers, particularly in the Pacific
Northwest, where the American Federation of Labor at first grew only by fits and starts .
Some Western workers opposed the American Federation of Labor as little more than an
instrument of colonial domination . "The West," said Ed Boyce, head of the Western
Federation of Miners, "is looked upon as a good place to draw funds for the East." Furthermore, many of the region's numerous unskilled and semi-skilled workers had little in
common with the labor aristocrats who belonged to the American Federation of Labor,
and consequently they continued to be drawn to the modern churches of the
disinherited. Thus in the Pacific Northwest the burden laid down by the Knights was
picked up by the Western Federation of Miners and later the Industrial Workers of the
World, as well as by populist, anarchist and socialist organizations .27
These groups waged so many fierce, sectarian battles that they effectively obscured
their common radical heritage. They nonetheless shared what labor historian David
Montgomery called a "collectivist counter-culture in the midst of the growing factory
system.'' They all experienced a sense of loss, and their various responses to industrialism
came from a more or less common fund of ideas. Though buffeted mercilessly by events,
the workers and their allies persisted in a struggle which culminated in the creation of the
modern welfare state. The results of their efforts in some ways bore slight resemblance to
the radical proposals they advanced in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-centuries.
Yet one wonders if they would have persisted in their efforts if they had not found in the
modern churches of the disinherited the camaraderie and intellectual nourishment
necessary to sustain their millennia! dream of the good society. 28
2.6. Proceedings of the Twenty-third General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, 1899, pp.
v -34 passim.
2.7. j ournal of the Knights of Labor, November n, r897 , p. r (quotation); Industrial Union
Bulletin, November 9, 1907, p . 1;]. B. S. Hardman, "The Challenge and the Opportunity," in
Theodore Brameld, ed. , Workers' Education in the United States (New York : Harper & Brothers,
1941), pp. n-15 passim.
2.8 . David Montgomery, "Labor in the Industrial Era," in Richard B. Morris, ed., The
Amencan Worker (Washington, D.C .: United States Department of labor, (1976), p. nr (quotation);
Industrial Union Bulletin, October 12., 1907, p. 2..
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THE FOOFARAH COLUMN
by the editors

This magazine really does not have all that many editors to justify ''by the editors,''
as above, for this little feature. But foofarah (fofarraw) historically connotes fooling
around and enjoying the odds and ends of things, especially fancy clothing, so we think
we should be forgiven this little presumption. We find it convenient, in any event, to
take refuge in the editorial ''we'' when readers will easily conclude that it is just the new
editor-in-chief speaking.
What we have been doing mainly, since coming aboard here a few months ago, is
learning and remembering lots of odds and ends of things involved in publishing a
historical journal and living in an academic setting. We don't think you will notice
radical changes for the most part, as your subscriptions continue (we hope) along. There
may be more' 'major'' book reviews than in the past, but still lots of the once-over-lightly
notes of The Pacific Bookshelf. There may be more publication of documents and
documentary-based articles, which may be taken as a bow to scholarship, or perhaps be
reflective of the new editor's having been emboweled for very long in the nation's
premier archival institution . As to articles and writing on these pages in general, we shall
try to keep a light editorial touch. That is, we shall do our best to get the most knowledgeable and insightful authors and reviewers, and then let them tell things their own
way.
Doffing our editorial hat and taking up another, we want to express our appreciation
and joy at the gift to the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies of an important collection of correspondence, notes, photographs and other items which belonged to
Leonard Verbarg. He wrote the weekly "Knave" section in the Oakland Tribune from
1954 to 1974 in which he covered many aspects of California and local history, especially
of Oakland and the East Bay. We know that many researchers will find this a rich trove,
when our archivist Dr. Ronald H. Limbaugh can make it available after processing. We
thank Saint Mary's College for turning this material over to the University of the Pacific.
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

THE GOOD 'UNS: THE MEMOIR OF
H.C. "BUD" JACKSON . By H.C.
jackson. (Fresno, CA : Pioneer Publishing
Co. [ 8 E. Olive, 93728), r98o. 272pp. , zflus., index. $r1·95)·
The development of commercial cattle
ranching is largely the story of individuals,
people who were willing to work hard for
the progress they sought. Many have contributed to the extraordinary advances enjoyed by the industry since 1920. Author
Bud Jackson was himself one of the principal innovators and he has described in an
interesting manner many of the people that
he and I both have observed.
The men in this story were generally of
modest education; they felt comfortable
with both their station in life and the line of
work they pursued . Sometimes they found
themselves pitted against nature. More
often than not, however, there was cooperation between men and nature and by people with each other. Although the use of increasingly heavy and sophisticated equipment was welcomed, the greater value of
mens' brains and brawn continued to be
recognized.
The author reminds us that much of
what we take for granted today was
revoluionary back in the old days, and it has
come ·as much by trial and error as from
scientific research . The lush valley and
foothill ranges and pastures we see around

us today were not always so productive.
Although we always had a few beautiful
pure bred cattle , old pictures show not only
fine looking cattle coming off good summer
range , but pretty sad skins as well, during
dry winters. In fact, many commercial range
herds of today are superior to the prize winners of 1920 - due to the efforts of The
Good 'Uns.
While the raising of cattle has
undergone a marked transformation, so too
has the marketing end. The selling to
itinerant cattle buyers of groups of animals
mixed in terms of age, size , and grade has
given way today to highly automated sales
yards with lots graded to meet the needs of
many selective buyers .
I had the opportunity to watch Bud
Jackson during all the years he was playing a
leadership role in the development of cattle
ranching and marketing. A member of the
lead team , he has recorded the progress well
in this book. He was, himself, truly one of
The Good 'Uns.
George Wilson

George Wzfson has been involved in farming for most of his eighty-nine years; his
ideas and leadership in the agricultural field
have been international in scope. Mr.
Wzfson recently completed his fortieth year
as a Regent of the University of the Pacific.
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VISION OR VILLAINY : ORIGINS OF
THE OWENS VALLEY-LOS ANGELES
WATER CONTROVERSY. By Abraham
Hoffman . (College Station: Texas A & M
University Press, 1981. xix + 208 pp.,
biblio., zflus., index. sz8 .5o).
It is possibly unfair to Dr. Hoffman to let
his book Vision or Vzllainy be reviewed by
one whose entire life and background have
been involved with farming and the indispensible value of water thereto. Anyone
with knowledge of the Los Angeles Owens Valley aqueduct dispute will invariably be opinionated on the subject, but
the farmer's natural instincts will always
sway him to the cause of Owens Valley.
However, this reviewer can state in all
honesty that Abraham Hoffman has produced a book of outstanding importance,
one that may in time be rated as a classic . It
is a book that should be in every high school
library, and required reading in any college
course on California or Western American
history. One could go further and state that
is is indispensible reading for authorities or
psuedo-authorities on the aqueduct controversy. Quite possibly they, like this
reviewer, might learn a few facts, although
it would be unrealistic to expect that many
opinions would be changed .
The author's depth of research and his
fairness in presenting both sides of this
famous California water brawl will invalidate many of the millions of words previously published on the subject. His
technique in presenting all the evidence,
much of it previously unpublished or difficult of access, and documenting it from
unimpeachable sources, will be a thrill for
any historian. It is irrelevant that the reader
may disagree with Hoffman on some of his
interpretations. The fact that he lays the
evidence out for the reader himself to judge
is what makes for superb reading.
In his preface Dr. Hoffman almost gives
the impression to the reader that he can expect to find all the real or imagined "sins"
of].B. Lippincott washed away in the main
text. But here he presents the documented
facts, some of which can be interpeted as
damning to "].B." Possibly the author is
inclined to favor Lippincott, but he does
not omit evidence that might be construed
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otherwise. In this respect it must always be
remembered that in the Los Angeles-Owens
Valley aqueduct ''war'' one will rarely find
two individuals who will agree on anything.
The exceptions would be found in the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power
and in Owens Valley.
There is a recurring undercurrent running through the text on two themes that
the reviewer finds disturbing. The first is
the Theodore Roosevelt philosophy of the
greatest good for the greatest number that
was responsible for the President's ultimate
decision to give Owens Valley water to Los
Angeles. Observing that decision with
20-20 hindsight we can ask today whether
using aqueduct water to keep green the golf
courses of Los Angeles and to fill the countless private swimming pools was the greatest
good for the greatest number? With half
the world undernourished and even starving, was it the greatest good to deprive
necessary water to hundreds of thousands of
acres of potentially fertile farmland? This
71 -year old granger has his doubts .
A second disturbing theme is the
author's often-quoted sources giving
reasons for the taking of water from the
valley: ''The city needed a reliable water
supply to ensure growth ,'' or ''The demand
was made by the city to terms of potential
growth rather than present requirements,''
and again, ''The water was essential for the
city's growth over the next half century.'' In
other words it was not need but future expansion with its inevitable profits that the
aqueduct promoters had in mind.
This continuous reference to the need
for water for future growth cannot but raise
the question: Did not Owens Valley possess
that same right?
There is more than mere philosophical
consideration in these questions. With
more and more people seeking the good life
in the "Sun Belt" and the limited water
holes of the arid Southwest drying up, the
same questions raised by the Los AngelesOwens Valley fight are inevitably bound to
recur. For those who will be arguing the
merits of future water diversion schemes, it
would be well for them when citing the
seventy-five -year-old aqueduct fight to have
accurate information at their disposal.

Abraham Hoffman has handed it to them
for the mere price of a book.
In his summary the author, noting that
books dealing objectively with the subject
are "depressingly few," states his work
''has attempted to reconstruct the Owens
Valley-Los Angeles water controversy's
origins in terms of the men who lived
through the era.'' In this he has succeeded
admirably. The only suggestion this
reviewer might make would be to change
the book's title from Vision or Vzllainy to
Vision AND Vzllainy. There was a helluva
lot of both involved.
Charles F. Outland

Charles F. Outland, ofSanta Paula, Calzfornia, is the author of Man-Made Disaster:
the Story of St. Francis Dam - Its Place in
Southern California's Water System, Its
Failure and the Tragedy of March 12 and
13, 1928, in the Santa Clara River Valley
(Glendale : A .H. Clark Co., 1963).

OREGON: mE WAY IT WAS. By Edwin
D. Culp. (Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton
Printers, Ltd., 198r. 235 pp., zllus. Paper,
$12 .95)·

Edwin D. Culp, native Oregonian,
railroad public relations man, and collector
of photographs, assembled this volume as a
labor of love. The book's photographs,
spanning the period from the 187os to the
present with the great majority from the
1890-19 3 5 era, are organized into chapters
under the headings: Salem, Portland,
Coastal Area, Southern Oregon,
Willamette Valley, Eastern Oregon and
Central Oregon. The region east of the
Cascade Mountains receives relatively scant
attention as the final two chapters comprise
only forty-five of the book's 2.35 pages.
Culp does not adhere to the philosophy
of Michael Lesy' s controversial Wisconsin
Death Trip which covers much of the same
period for that state as Culp does for
Oregon. Lesy was primarily interested in
reflections of violence, insanity and the
macabre which he believed were fostered by
an isolated, provincial, post-frontier society.
Culp is traditional and upbeat in his ap-

proach. He makes it clear in the introduction that he is enamored with the pioneer
and the notion that Oregon was the last
refuge for people of character and selfreliance . Unfortunately, most of the quotes
in the introductions, taken seemingly at
random from pioneer sources, have little
relationship to the period depicted by the
book's photographs.
What the photographs do reflect best is
the era of rapid growth and industrialization that occurred in the Willamette Valley
in the years from 1890 to the end of the
192.os. Appropriately, whether by chance or
design, the book is dominated by the
automobile (captions carefully detail the
make and year of each vehicle); street cars,
steamboats and railway engines are also very
much in evidence . Taken as a whole , the
volume clearly illustrates the major impact
that improved transportation had on all
Oregonians as the rural frontier state was
transformed into an urban-dominated
society in less than a generation.
Few of the photographs depart from the
expected views of urban streets and homes,
people at work or occasionally at play, and
scenes of industry, trade or agriculture.
Among the more noteworthy are photos of
a tent-like contraption used as a street
sweeper in Klamath Falls in 1913 (p . n6)
and a 1914 scene of formally landscaped
grounds at the Eugene railway station (p .
154). The author's captions fail (except in
one or two instances) to identify the
photographer although it appears that most
pictures came from a few individuals.
The photographs are of interest, but the
editor does little to aid the reader in placing
them in historical context. Few
photographers, and even fewer historians,
would argue that photographs can
necessarily speak for themselves; each may
be worth a thousand words, but a few words
would enhance each photograph's value for
the reader.
Kent D . Richards

Kent D. Richards is Professor ofHistory and
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and
Research at Central Washington State
University, Ellensburg.
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WITH THE NEZ PERCES: ALICE FLETCHER IN THE FIELD , r889-r892. By E.
jane Gay. Edited by Frederick E. Hoxie and
joan T. Mark. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, r98r. xxxvii + r88 pp., zllus., index. sr8.95).
With the Nez Perces contains twenty-five
letters written by E. Jane Gay between 1889
and 1892 when she was a companion,
housekeeper, cook, and capable photographer accompanying the noted
ethnologist Alice C. Fletcher. During those
years, Fletcher set aside her scientific pursuits in order to implement the Dawes or
General Allotment Act of 1887 among the
Nez Perces. ''The new law marked the
abandonment of separation and the beginning of a commitment to forced integration,'' Hoxie and Mark write in their introduction. "It attacked the traditional tribal cultures of the Indians by attempting to
instill in the red man the white man's concern for private property and individual
achievement.'' (xiv) The Dawes Act
stipulated that each Indian would receive title to a piece of land and American citizenship. Any remaining land on a reservation
would be sold to the government which
would open the newly acquired area for
settlement. White settlers and Western
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politicians were pleased with the prospect of
more available land while humanitarian
reformers who considered themselves
friends of the Indians predicted the destruction of tribal cultures as Indians became
more like their white neighbors.
Written in an intelligent and engaging
style, Gay's letters portray the impact of
allotment on the Nez Perces. She depicts
the zealous humanitarianism of reformers
like Fletcher who were determined to make
allotment the key to "civilizing" the Indians. Fletcher's reading of nineteenth-century social theory and her experience with
the La Flesche family of the Omaha tribe
convinced her that allotment was the proper
course for all Indians. Fletcher had to introduce the concept of the Dawes Act and
explain its ramifications to often-dubious
Indians. Energetically she traveled over the
reservation and mastered Nez Perce kinship
classifications and complex family lineages
in order to make proper allotments.
Factionalism had existed among the Nez
Perce since the arrival of Presbyterian missionaries in the 184os. Disagreement over an
18 55 treaty further divided the tribe as did
the war against Chief Joseph in 1877. By
1889 the tribe was deeply torn between
those who considered themselves Christians

jane Gay (right) and one of her
photographs (opposite) ofAlice Fletcher
who is pictured with Chiefjoseph ofthe
Nez Perces.

and the more traditional Nez Perces. The
Christians followed the lead of native
Presbyterian ministers while the conservatives were usually aligned with the government Indian agent. The passage of the
Dawes Act and the arrival of Alice Fletcher
exacerbated these tensions , Gay and Fletcher quickly sided with the ''progressive''
Christian Nez Perces. Their own perspective
prevented Gay and Fletcher from appreciating the motives of Nez Perce opponents to allotment. Gay wrote of one
controversy among the Nez Perce, ''The
casus belli was the waning power of the old
chiefs and who are belligerent to the last. It
is a struggle of 'Christianity against
Heathendom,' as the missionary expressed
it; one might say - of civilization against
barbarism: it means the same thing: it is the
throes of evolution." (87)
Gay's letters encapsulate a critical
period in the history of all Indians as it affected one tribal group. Readers can follow
the well-intentioned and indefatigable Fletcher as she applied the Dawes Act, a hybrid
of political pressure and Victorian social
theory, to the troubled Nez Perce. The
volume should appeal to historians of
women in the West, and the inclusion of
forty photographs by Gay provide excellent

illustrations for her text.
The introduction by the editors places
Gay's letters in context. Alice Fletcher was
an accomplished ethnologist, but in one instance the editors exaggerate when they
write that she ''invented a new approach to
the subject, the rigorous, first-person study
which came to be called doing field work.''
(xxviii) Decades before Fletcher, Lewis and
Clark, Prince Maximilian, George Catlin,
Henry Schoolcraft, Horatio Hale, George
Gibbs and Lewis Henry Morgan did firstperson study among the Indians . Her contemporaries, Dr. Washington Matthews,
James 0. Dorsey,John G . Bourke, William
P. Clark and Frank Hamilton Cushing
preceded Fletcher into the field .
Essentially With the Nez Perces is a
readable and useful book that should appeal to students of the West, of acculturation among Native Americans, and of
women in history.
Joseph C. Porter
joseph C. Porter, a doctoral graduate of the
University of Texas-Austin, is Curator of
Western American History and Ethnography at the Joslyn Museum, Omaha,
Nebraska.
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JOAQUIN MURRIETA AND HIS HORSE
GANGS. By Frank F. Latta. (Santa Cruz:
Bear State Books [3 04 High St. , 95o6oj ,
r98o. 685 pp., zllus., maps, index. S24 -9 s ;
S2.1.oo to members of historical societies).
Although most have heard of and reams
have been written about Joaquin Murrieta,
the gamut of opinion ranges widely as to
what to believe about him. Some think that
he did not exist at all and that he was the
figment of the imagination of John Rollins
Ridge , who put Joaquin 's "Life and Adventures .. . " to the pages of a book in 1854.
Others believe that he was in reality a composite of several outlaws operating in different parts of California in Gold Rush
days. The reaction of still others to the entire episode is: ''There you go again
glamorizing that bloody bandit! Haven't
we heard enough already? Really . .. who
cares?"
Along with the uncertainties in this
longstanding fact-versus-fiction controversy
come a few accepted facts. That a young
Mexican led a gang of horsemen on a rampage of robbery and terror in the Mother
Lode of the early r8 sos can hardly be
denied . That many were involved in a state
of virtual racial war and lawlessness in the
placers is, also , well-documented . The difficulty has been to gain a clear picture of the
bandit organization (hopefully from the inside), to isolate and identify "Joaquin"
(the one called El Famoso) , and to try to
resolve the never-ending riddle of whose
head was cut off after the Battle of the Cantua. Until now, reliable documentary
evidence has been insufficient to answer affirmatively these and other questions .
Bent, though not broken, and confined
to a wheelchair at Hillhaven Convalescent
Home in Santa Cruz , California, is the
greatest of the Murrieta trackers. Proceeding
in a manner reminiscent of his earlier Handbook of the Yokuts Indians, Frank Latta
realized early on that the best possibility for
vital, fresh information lay "in the field,"
in the minds and memories of key living individuals, rather than in the archives of
eminent libraries. For nearly half a lifetime
Latta methodically tracked these people
down . His travels took him three times to
Mexico and to all the locals relating to the
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Murrieta story in California. One gets the
impression that , had he been alive then,
Latta would not have hesitated in walking
directly into the midst of the outlaw lair,
foolscap notebook in hand, and he would
have succeeded in making the most tightlipped and hunted bandido - yea , the
veritable Joaquin - "sing." Just as his
years of effort rewarded him handsomely
with a bonanza of prime source material for
joaquin Murrieta and His Horse Gangs, so
the reader will be richly rewarded who, with
patience and tenacity, follows Mr. Latta
vicariously over this dusty trail and that.
Totally new information is considerable
(or at least in print for the first time) , and
there is much that is not only surprising but
on the order of a major breakthrough. As an
example: '' ... It was this fact of there being two closely related Joaquin Murrietas,
one blond and one brunet; also a related
Joaquin Juan Murrieta; and still another
blond Joaquin Murrieta .. . that has confused, hopelessly, all prior writers concerning
Joaquin Murrieta and his Gangs." (uS).
Murrieta buffs and scholars will
welcome all the conveniently assembled
data: the contemporary Stockton San joaquin Republican newspaper reports of the
gangs' activities, reproduced in toto ; the
detailed roster of sixty-two gang members,
something never before attempted by any
writer; the account of twenty-one of the
California Rangers led by Harry Love who
went after the desperadoes in r8 53; information about John Rollin Ridge whom, to
some extent, Latta redeems ; and the full
coroner's inquest report on the woeful
death of the tough and almost fearless
lawman, Harry Love. Among the many interviewees were: descendants and relatives
of the various Joaquins and other gang
members; Juan Joaquin ''Tex'' Muiretta,
grandson of Joaquin Juan Murrieta and
cousin of El Famoso; J.C. Cunningham,
author of The Truth about Murieta; Frank
B. Marshall, Jr., the grandson of lawman
Benjamin F. Marshall , who befriended Joaquin at Murphys; and Mabel Dory Early,
granddaughter of Mary Bennett Love.
Final chapters deal with: the "San Luis
(Gonzaga) Fiasco" ; "Vereda Del Monte,"
the trail along the San Joaquin Valley 's west
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side down which thousands of horses were
driven to Mexico; the "Battle at the Cantua"; "That Head and Hand"; and finally,
"The Death of Joaquin ."
The volume is rich in photographs (alas,
artist Joe Rodriquez's tinted likeness will
have to suffice for El Famoso), and has a
very fine and detailed index. Scholars who
may wish for a bibliography will realize that
the many informants listed and quoted extensively were Latta's primary sources; the
in-text citation of books and articles calls to
remembrance the author's newspaperwriting days.
One wonders if more detailed maps
were not omitted intentionally in view of
the history of countless treasure-hunters; it
would have been a delight to follow Latta
visually along the landscape he describes so
explicitly in words. While some questions
may not have been answered, and some new
ones raised, this long-awaited sourcebook
will be a monument in its field and is a
giant step forward toward unraveling the
perplexities and complexities of this saga
from long ago.
Troy S. Tuggle
Troy Tuggle, a King City, Calzfornia,
teacher, has had a long and intense interest
in Calzfornia history and its colorful
characters, good and bad alike.

....

_

BUCKBOARD DAYS. By Sophie A. Poe.
Edited by Eugene Cunningham . (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press.
xx + 292 pp., zllus., index. SI4·95 · paper
s8 .95).
Buckboard Days is a delightful, interesting
account of the r8oos in New Mexico Territory, especially the work of John William
Poe, a pioneer lawman, rancher and banker
in the Roswell, Lincoln County, area.
Almost everyone will enjoy reading Sophie
A. Poe's account of her husband and of
their early married life.
Sophie Alberding was born in
Petaluma, California, in r862 at the time
her future husband was growing up on a
Kentucky farm. By age eleven Sophie was
an orphan and had been shipped east with
her brothers and sisters to live with relatives
in Illinois. The younger brother, Fred, was
an adventurous soul, migrating to New
Mexico Te.rritory and then encouraging his
sister Sophie to join him in r88r. Fred
worked for friends in Roswell, then a town
of four buildings, and Sophie found herself
in surroundings quite different from those
of California or Illinois . She fell in love with
the country and with John William Poe,
and remained in the area until her death in
the 1940s. Her younger sister Edith came
out to visit the newly-married couple in
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about 1884, but was unable to adjust to the
western environment and returned to Illinois. In her book Sophie vividly portrays
the ambitious young men and women who
headed west for adventure and hoped-for
prosperity.
The book is really about her husband,
John William Poe , who worked his way west
as a farm hand and railroad construction
worker, finally stopping in Fort Griffin,
Texas, long enough to build a nest-egg for
his permanent settlement in New Mexico.
He made most of his money in Texas as a
buffalo hunter and began his career as a law
officer, serving first as deputy U.S. marshal
in Fort Griffin. As stock detective for the
Canadian River Cattlemen's Association he
went to New Mexico, hunting rustlers and
stolen cattle, where he became a friend of
lawman Pat Garrett . When the end came
for Billy the Kid , Poe was present. He later
served as sheriff of Lincoln County, then
turned to cattle-ranching and eventually to
banking. Poe's story and Sophie 's is that of
many, many early settlers of the West, from
Kentucky to California - the story of
young people with ambition and gumption
to start in a new place at new occupations .
They utilized their intelligence, common
sense and innovativeness to acquire a good
life and to provide the amenities of civilization to the rough environments in which
they initially settled.
Today's historians are placing great
significance upon women such as Sophie
Poe, who wrote about their pioneering
days. Unlike many women who left
memoirs, Mrs . Poe was not well educated
and had no literary pretensions. Thus her
account is straightforward and eminently
readable. Accounts such as hers provide
deeper insight into the settlement of the
West and add to our knowledge of the joys
as well as the tribulations of the settlers .
Sophie Poe joins a large group of women
who have left written records for us , and
who contribute greatly to our better understanding of history. It is good that the
University of New Mexico Press has
reprinted Buckboard Days for all of us to
enJoy.
]o Tice Bloom
]o Tice Bloom holds the Ph.D. from the
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University of Wisconsin -Madison and has
taught Western American history in such
places as Wisconsin , Maryland, Virginia and
Afghanistan.
THE NOOTKA CONNECTION: EUROPE
AND THE NORTHWEST COAST,
1790-179 5. By Derek Pethik. (Vancouver,
B.C.: Douglas & Mcintyre, Ltd. [r6r5
Venables Street} and Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1980. 281 pp. , zllus. ,
biblio. , index. SI7.95) .
The last area of North America to be explored, the Pacific Northwest, held a great
fascination for navigators and geographers
for three centuries. The Strait of Anian, a
great water passage between the Pacific and
Atlantic , was sought by explorers from
Spain, England, France, Russia , the
Netherlands, and later the United States.
Several would-be navigators even claimed to
have discovered it. Such early exploration as
did take place to the north of the 38th
parallel on the Pacific coast was hasty and
dangerous prior to the late eighteenth century ; little other than geographical knowledge and scurvy was obtained by these
pioneers . Once California was settled and
naval architecture and provisioning improved, however, the rush was on for control of the Pacific Northwest.
Following the reports by Perez, Hezeta,
Bodega, and Cook between 1774 and 1780,
a new attraction apart from geographical exploration was found for the area - furs .
Long the object of Russian expansion into
the Pacific, the furs obtainable from native
groups at Nootka Sound became the basis
for such intense competition between Spain
and England that war appeared a virtual
certainty in 1789. Unable to afford such a
conflict, Spain retreated from her claim to
absolute sovereignty over the area in the
Nootka Convention of 1790. The result was
that the entire area was thrown open to a
flurry of commercial activity and
exploration .
It is this period, the post-convention
era, that is the object of Mr. Pethik's study.
Devoting each chapter in his work to a
single year, the author examines the intense
activity of Spain, England, and the United

States in both the Nootka fur trade and the
less exciting, yet historically more telling,
geographical exploration carried out during
the same period, particularly that undertaken by Spain. Between 1790 and 1795,
relates Mr. Pethik, there was a constant flow
of traders in and out of Nootka, coming
from or leaving for Canton and Macao via
Hawaii. In these ports across the Pacific consumer society was born, with a false market
for sea otter pelts created in the south of
China. If at times the task seems virtually
impossible, Mr. Pethik succeeds admirably
in keeping track of this multitude of actors
performing on the Nootka stage. He has
listed and chronicled virtually every ship
and captain to enter the area during those
critical five years, to the point that at times
the reader may wonder why there were no
collisions of ships in the sound. As quickly
as the Nootka trade developed, however,
and as fervently as activity was carried on
during the trade's heyday, Spain's withdrawal from the competition in 1795 triggered its quick demise.
While this new book does not provide
any revelations for the specialist in the
history of the Pacific Northwest, it does contribute to the literature of the area by providing a heretofore unavailable well-written
overview of the period. Research was based
upon rather standard sources (Wagner,
Howay, Bancroft, and published voyages)
in English, and a few manuscripts from the
Massachusetts Historical Society, the Provincial Archives at Victoria, and the British
Museum; recent work by Barry Gough is not
cited, nor are any of the many published
works in Spanish relative to the period.
In all, this is a fine book for general
readers and initiates in the field; it is very
readable and objective. Unfortunately, the
author's apparent lack of knowledge of
Spanish (ie. Quadra for Bodega) has kept
The Nootka Connection from being a major
contribution to the history of the Pacific
Northwest in the late eighteenth century it
might have been.
W . Michael Mathes
W . Michael Mathes, Professor of History at
the University of San Francisco, is a
specialist in early Spanish maritime history
on the Pacific Coast.

LIFE IN CUSTER'S CAVALRY: Diaries and
Letters of Albert and Jennie Barnitz ,
r867-r868. Edited by Robert M. Utley.
(New Haven: Yale University Press, I977·
302 pp.,
biblio., illus., maps, index.
$rs .oo)

Perhaps our clearest window into the
past is through the personal observations of
the people who lived there, accounts handed down to us through their journals,
diaries and letters. Students of United
States history are fortunate that many early
Americans recorded their experiences so
vividly, and that more and more of these
revealing accounts are being made available
to a wide readership.
Lzfe In Custer's Cavalry, the collected
diaries and letters of Albert and Jennie Barnitz, is one such work. Written during 1867
and 1868, while Captain Barnitz served with
Custer's 7th Cavalry, these accounts provide
a vivid record of camp life and Indian
fighting on the post-Civil War frontier.
Albert was an intelligent and highly principled man, and his diary entries and letters
to his beloved wife reveal his thoughts
regarding a wide range of subject matter.
Among the more interesting comments are
those concerning his commanders (Custer
was, among other things, a "petty tyrant"),
the drinking habits of the officer corps
(" ... there appears to be a premium offered for drunkenness in the army!"), and
U.S. Indian policy ("I think whatever
promises are made to the Indians should be
religiously fulfilled to the letter ... ") .
His several accounts of combat with the
Indians, all quite detailed and articulate,
culminate with the Battle of the Washita,
where Barnitz 's active military career was
ended by a Cheyenne bullet.
There are many first hand accounts of
frontier life available to the researcher and
armchair historians, but few are as literate
and graphic as this one. In editing this collection, Robert Utley has wisely eschewed
the use of digressive footnotes which might
serve to break the flow of the narrative and
limited his own intervention to brief
elaborative and connective passages which
serve to fill gaps between the entries. Three
appendices are included: a biographical
directory of noteworthy individuals men-
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tioned in the text; a description of each fort
identified in the work; and a chart detailing
the organization and distribution of the 7th
Cavalry during Captain Barnitz's term of
service with it. A two-page bibliography of
secondary sources is provided, and a useful
subject index to the collection appears at
the end of the volume.
This handsomely illustrated and sturdily
bound book belongs in every library
specializing in Western Americana, frontier
history or military history, and is essential to
every collection on Custer and the 7th
Cavalry.
Thomas L. Carter

Currently head of Reference and Circulation at Loyola Marymount University's
Charles Von der Ahe Library, Thomas
Carter's interests center around the mzfitary
history of the Civzf War period.

HISPANIC MUSIC OF NEW MEXICO
AND THE SOUTHWEST : A SELFPORTRAIT OF A PEOPLE. By john
Donald Robb. (Norman : University of
Oklahoma Press, r98o. 89r pp. S35 .oo).
Hispanic Music of New Mexico and the
Southwest is a book that all students of
music, of the Southwest, and of folklore
will be glad to see . Robb, distinguished as a
composer, musicologist, teacher, and
folklorist, spent the spare moments of his
working life collecting the Hispanic oral
music tradition of the Southwest.
Whenever he heard of a village singer he
would go out into the field to meet him,
discuss his work, and record.
The oral tradition is our oldest tradition
in poetry and music (Homer is, after all,
part of it). The specific tradition from which
the music of the southwest descends comes
from Spain of the sixteenth century but
went its own way due to the isolation of the
Old West. Now, with the spread of television, radio and recordings, the village
singers who have handed on their craft from
generation to generation are fading away,
and Robb felt the need to capture what was
left of this tradition while it was there to
gather.
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It is fortunate for posterity that a man of
Robb's unique combination of talents,
training and energy took up the cause of the
Hispanic oral tradition. He collected about
a thousand songs. Seven hundred, representing the full range of the study, have been
brought out in this encyclopaedic work . The
songs are categorized by type; each has its
own section in the book. General information about each category begins each section, followed by the songs themselves, text
and music, variants and comment;
sometimes English translations are included. There is only a single disappointment in
what is otherwise certainly a monumental
work. Some of the more detailed
musicological data of special use to scholars
that Robb has published elsewhere in his
writings on Hispanic music has not been
reincorporated here . Inclusion of such information would have totally rounded out the
usefulness of the book.

In addition to his many books and articles on folk music of the southwest, Robb
has produced much other work as a prolific
composer and active college teacher and
dean. Now Dean Emeritus of Fine Arts at
the University of New Mexico, Robb was
originally trained in music at Yale. He then
studied with Darius Milhaud, Nadia
Boulanger, and Paul Hindemith. Hispanic
Music is a worthy capstone work for a man
of great talent and a worthy addition to the
fine line of western documents published
by the University of Oklahoma Press.
Nelda Smith
Stockton, California

Nelda Smith is a long-time student ofmusic
of all kinds.

THE PINON PINE: A NATURAL AND
CULTURAL HISTORY. By Ronald M. Lanner. (Reno: University of Nevada Press,
198r. w8pp., biblio., zflus., index. SIJ-50,
paper, s8.5o).
You see them in the desert-bordering
mountains of Southern California .
Motorists pass miles and miles of them as
they drive north on Highway 395 to Reno

and then east across Nevada. Sightseers encounter them in most of the national parks
and monuments of the Southwest's Red
Rock Country. What are they? Drab,
dwarfed, drought-resistant conifers known
as pinon pines. Two species are common in
the western states: the singleleaf pinon and
the Colorado pinon, and with each grows
one or more species of junipers. Together
these two types of conifers are the primary
constituents in what is known as the pinonjuniper woodland. Millions of Americans,
vacationing in the Southwest, have passed
through these woodlands, generally
wondering when will they end and the real
scenery begin. Had they read Ronald M.
Lanner's stimulating book on pinon pines,
perhaps many would have stopped in the
woodlands and reflected about them for a
while.
Professor Lanner, a forester and recreation specialist at Utah State University,
takes a subject of seemingly little value the pinon pine - and produces a highly
readable book about it. You won't find this
entertaining book an in-depth study, for it
obviously was not intended as a scientific
treatise . Rather, you'll find that it covers a
spectrum of topics dealing with the pinon
pine, providing highlights on each. Readers
looking for more detailed information can
find where to get it by consulting the book's
rather extensive notes on chapters and its
more than ample bibliography.
The book's organization is very logical.
Chapter r introduces us to the kinds of
pinon pines, their cohabitants and environments. After the author acquaints us with
them, he presents us with a natural-history
chronology of the tree, starting with its
gradual speciation from an ancestral conifer
stock. The pinon pine coevolved with other
plants and animals, and the author examines, among other things, the beneficial
relationship between pinon pines and corvid birds (jays and crows). Either would suffer without the other. Such plant-animal
relationships are extremely common in
nature, and are seen in lowly plants as well
as in huge ones, such as the giant sequoia.
Of more interest to historians is the
author's treatment of plant-man relationships. One wonders if the Indians of the

Basin and Range Province could have survived without the pinon pine, their major
food staple. Explorers and pioneers, both
Spanish and American , ate the pine's seeds,
which prevented starvation in a few cases.
The pines were also important for wood and
fuel in Nevada's silver-mining days. Professor Lanner presents a strong case that without the pines, the mining activity would
have been greatly curtailed . In more recent
times, large tracts of pinons and junipers
came under governmental custody, particularly under the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management. Men in these
departments considered such trees as pests,
for they were uneconomical lumber trees
and they covered " potential" grasslands .
The author looks at the resultant
(mis)management policies - largely ones
of obliteration - and step-by-step shows
how they are expensive, short-sighted and
wasteful. He presents good arguments for
the preservation of pinon pines.
The author ends with a suggestion that
pinons should be preserved and their nuts
-high in protein and oil- harvested . But
since pinons typically grow in open expanses
far from urban populations, this reviewer,
at least, doubts if these slow-growing pines
will ever produce a significant and economically feasible crop; today's steadily
escalating transportation costs would be too
exorbitant. Pinon nuts will probably remain
a limited, specialty food. Fittingly, the
author's wife, Harriette, presents a selection
of pinon-nut recipes to stimulate our interest and appetite.
Given the nature of its subject, The
Pinon Pine is not likely to become a best
seller. It deserves to be read, but most people will wonder if it is worth the price . Fortunately, the University of Nevada Press has
also published an inexpensive paperback
edition. The quality of editing is flawed ,
but on a par with that of many popular
books published by the more prestigious
University of California Press.
Jeffrey P. Schaffer

jeffrey P. Schaffer gets his mail at Boyes Hot
Springs, Calzfornia, and pursues many interests centered on the geography of the
Sierra Nevada and Cascade Ranges.
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PACIFIC BOOKSHELF
Concise reports on interesting publications

THE LIVES OF GREAT MEN REMIND US ...
There 's Only One Coke (Sonora, CA: Mother
Lode Press), dictated by Dr. R. Coke Wood and
researched and edited by Berenice Lamson , has
much research material in it , as well as an interesting story of a great man. Dr. Richard Coke
Wood and Mrs . Lamson taped the material just a
few months before Dr. Wood 's death in
December of 1979.
The inclusion of Dr. Wood 's hand-written
bicentennial speech on the inside covers, written
when he was vice-chairman of the American
Revolution Bicentennial Commission, ·is much
appreciated by readers .
The genealogy of his family depicts the lot of
itinerant ministers and their families in the 19th
and 2oth centuries. Dr. Wood 's own life was one
of struggle against enormous odds, and his
determination to never give up gave him
strength to the very last . He autographed his last
book, Mother Lode Memories, a few hours
before he died.
Dr. Wood 's admiration for Dr. Rockwell D.
Hunt and the Conference of California Historical
Societies, which they founded together, is told
under the caption ''Blazing a Trail. ' ' The formation of this statewide historical group resulted in
the organization of many local historical societies
throughout the state over the last twenty-eight
years , most of which are members of the Conference. Starting with thirty members , it now
numbers nearly 300 with over a thousand on the
mailing list. He considered the Conference his
greatest achievement .
In taping his life, Dr. Wood mentioned
many of his friends- he couldn't begin to mention ALL of them. All of his students were his
friends. His love of people was his predominating characteristic.
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There 's Only One Coke contains twenty-one
pages of footnotes and an appendix of thirtyseven pages, six pages of bibliography, and
eleven pages of index . These pages hold a wealth
of research material sources . In addition, there
are thiny-four illustrations including many family pictures . Limited to an edition of 1500 signed
copies , this sr2 book is available by writing Mrs .
Berenice Lamson , 325 3 Calhoun Way , Stockton,
CA 95209.
Ellen Ladd

mE LIVES OF GREAT MEN
(CONTD.)
REMIND US .
Boise State University has issued more pamphlets in its Western Writers Series. George R.
Stewart (by John Caldwell, No. 46), Clarence
King (by Peter Wild, No . 48), and Charles F.
Lummis (by Robert E. Fleming, No. so) all
made great contributions to California history .
Each fifty-page pamphlet includes a biography
of the subject and a selected bibliography of
works by and about him. George Stewart's
magnificent writing, exemplified by Storm,
Ordeal by Hunger, and Names on the Land, has
left American history richer. Scientist Clarence
King mapped and studied the geological West,
providing information for legislation, regulation
and preservation. Charles Lummis, through his
writing and collecting, preserved a picture of the
Southwestern Indians in earlier days. These pamphlets and others can be purchased from Boise
State University Bookstore, Boise, Idaho, for
sz..oo each . This is a real bargain .
Mountain Men by Camille Cazedessus II
(Taos, NM: Rendezvous Books [Box 2.62.7,
87571), 1981, 16 pp ., sw .oo), is a short, annotated, illustrated bibliography on the fur trade
of the American West. The author covers British
fur trappers as well as American , emphasizing
particularly the Rocky Mountain Fur Company
and the men based in Taos , New Mexico.
C.C. Slaughter was born in the Republic of
Texas and grew up to be a major cattle rancher in
the Texas Panhandle, a Dallas banker, and a
financial mainstay of Baylor University. David J .
Murrah has produced an excellent biography of
this early Texan entrepreneur: C. C. Slaughter:
Rancher, Banker, Baptist (Austin : University of
Texas Press, 1981. x + 173 pp. , S14 -9S)Among the beatniks of the 196os was Neal
Cassady, friend of Jack Kerouac and Allen
Ginsberg. The man lived the life others wrote
about . Biographer William Plummer has tried to
unravel the mystery and motivation of Cassady
in a sometimes intriguing book, The Holy Goof
(Englewood Cliffs , NJ: Prentice Hall , Inc. , 1981.
162. pp., S9-9s)Alaska was conquered by the airplane and
the daredevils who tried to fly everywhere
through every kind of weather. Mudhole Smith :
Alaska Flier (Anchorage: Alaska Northwest Pub.
Co . [Box 4-EEE, 99509), 1981. xiii + 143 pp.,
s6 .95), is the biography of one of those bush
pilots and tells many of his exploits . Lone E. Janson captures the spirit in this short book.
Nation and states in the early wth century
underwent radical changes from the Republican
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progressives through Democratic progressives to
the strange mixture of conservatism and
radicalism of the 19ws . Author Howard W .
Allen puts Miles Poindexter, member of Congress from Washington , into this milieu and
discusses Poindexter's political metamorphosis.
Poindexter of Washington: A Study in Progressive Politics (Carbondale : Southern Illinois
University Press , r98 r. xiv + 334 pp. , s2.8. 95) ,
provides one of the many microcosms from
which the broader syntheses of history are drawn.
Thomas A. Bailey has again provided his audience with delightful sketches of our American
presidents . Presidential Saints and Sinners (New
York: The Free Press [866 Third Avenue , roo n],
1981. viii + 304 pp . , SI7 .95 ) contains material
on every president through Jimmy Caner,
presenting the men as both saints and sinners.
He gives Millard Fillmore and Chester A. Arthur
the positive portrayal they deserve ; in fact Bailey
finds most of our presidents were men of integrity and deserving of the support of the people .
This book , as with its two predecessors , is a
distillation of Bailey's long career in American
history . As usual , he combines scholarship ,
humor and humanity for all of us to enjoy.
Philip R. Rulon's book on Lyndon Baines
Johnson, The Compassionate Saman·tan, emphasizes education , civil rights , and other aspects
of Johnson 's " Great Society." Rulon shows the
heritage and experiences which made LBJ concerned with human opportunities and resources .
This well-written , well-researched volume shows

another side , a humanitarian side of Johnson .
(Chicago : Nelson-Hall Publishers , 1981. xv +
348 pp., s2.r.9s).
Western Tanager Press has reissued Richard
Dillon 's biography of J ohn Sutter, Fool's Gold:
The Decline and Fall of Captain john Sutter of
Calzfornia (Santa Cruz: Western Tanager Press
[1111 Pacific Avenue , 95o6o), 198r. 380 pp . ,
S7.95). With this paperback edition, more of us
can read Dillon's prizewinning book about one
of the greatest and most paradoxical
Californians.
The Singing Cowboys by David Rothe! (San
Diego: A.S. Barnes & Co ., Inc . [m75 Flintkote
Avenue , 92.12.1), 1978. 2.72. pp . sro .9 5) is a
delightful gift for those middle-aged souls who
grew up on the Western melodramas of the 1930s
and 1940s. Starting with Gene Autry , Rothe!
briefly outlines the lives of Tex Ritter, Roy
Rogers , Eddie Dean and others . Also included
are annotated filmographies and photographs of
many promotional posters. This is fun!
Although the Lone Ranger was not a singing
cowboy , Rothe! has not neglected this folk hero
either. In Who Was That Masked Man ? The
Story of the Lone Ranger (San Diego: A.S .
Barnes & Co ., Inc . [n175 Flintkote Avenue ,
92.nr], r98r. 2.80 pp ., Sr9.5 o), Rothe! traces the
history of the radio program , novels , movie
serials, TV productions, and the recent feature
movie . He includes many of the interviews he
conducted, along with many photographs which
are great for nostalgia.

LOCAL HISTORY
The Junior League of San Jose , California,
helped Phyllis Filiberti Butler put together The
Valley of Santa Clara: Historic Butidings,
I79 '- -I920 (Novato , CA: Presidio Press, 2.d ed. ,
r98r. 192. pp ., s8.95 ). Well-illustrated , this
volume describes buildings in Santa Clara County which were built prior to 19 2.0 that are still
standing . This new edition carries supplements
to the original one of 1975, covering all of the
early communities in the county .
Two delightful pictorial histories of enduring
interest have come to hand , written by John and
Regina Hicks. Monterey (Carmel , CA : Creative
Books [P .O . Box sr62., 9392.1 ), 1973 . 64 pp .,
s3.95) includes maps of the early and the
present-day town along with fascinating photographs . The story of one particularly historic section is told in Cannery Row (Carmel: Creative
Books [P.O . Box 5162., 939 2.1), 1972.. 48 pp . ,
S2..9 5). In both volumes the illustrations are accompanied by substantial, descriptive captions.
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Another excellent book for devotees of
photographic history is Earthquake ' 33 , published by the Historical Society of Long Beach
(Long Beach, CA [46oo Virginia Road , 908or]),
1981. 64 pp ., S7 .oo ). The photos depict damage
done in March 1933 to Long Beach, California,
by a major earth tremor, and show some of the
relief work done by volunteer agencies and the
military .
Two new occasional publications from local
historical societies contribute to our knowledge
of California. Paper No. r of Occasional Papers
of the Redding Museum (Redding : Redding
Museum and Arts Center [P. 0 . Box 42.7, 19n Rio
Drive , 96099]), r98r. )I pp ., paper, s3. 2.5) collects information about 2.39 Wintu villages in
Shasta County about 1850 and is thus a useful
addition to the study of Indian history . The Periscope (Indio : Coachella Valley Historical Society
[P .O . Box 59 5, 92.2.02.]), r9 8r. )I pp ., paper,
s3. 2.5) includes articles about medicine, farming ,

education , and other elements of the Coachella
Valley's development.
In 1976 Betty Lewis published her first
volume about the history of the Watsonville
area. Now her stories continue in Memories That
Linger, Volume 2 (Santa Cruz: Valley Publishers
[nn Pacific Avenue, 95o6o)) , 1980. xii + 154
pp., srr.95). The book includes short chapters on
"places and people" who contributed to area
growth , as well as movies , moving day , education, business, bicycling and floods. Numerous
historic photographs complement the narrative.
Not too far east of Watsonville is San Benito
County, the focus of Marjorie Pierce 's East ofthe
Gibzians , which has recently been reissued in
paperback (Santa Cruz: Western Tanager Press
(nn Pacific Avenue, 95o6o)) , r98r. xiii + 194
pp ., s9 .95). This handsome volume is another
example of how able and dedicated local
historians compile valuable books about the people , places and events which mean the most to
their communities.
Montana 's Genealogical and Local History
Records: a Selected List of Books, Manuscripts
and Pen"odicals, (Detroit: Gale Research Co .
(Book Tower, 482.2.6], r98r. xviii + 36 3 pp .,
s36 .oo), by Dennis Lee Richards, is an excellent
guide to the wealth of sources available in and
about Montana. Anyone working on family or
local history in and about the Big Sky State will
find this a very useful book .
Marion V. Allen grew up in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, leaving there in 1923. Allen's valuable reminiscences , entitled Early jackson Hole,
(Published by author, r98r. 400 pp .), give a personal touch to the history of one of the most
beautiful and historic spots in the West.
Broader in scope than the above is Daniel
Jack Chasan's The Water Link, a History of
Puget Sound as a Resource (Seattle: Puget Sound
Books, r98r. xii + r8o pp. , s8.95· Distrib. by
University of Washington Press) . This is a
Washington Sea Grant Publication and claims to
be ''the first book ever written that describes the
history of Puget Sound in terms of economic
evolution and environmental conflict. '' It is well
and interestingly illustrated , paperback, with
about half of the text focused on the last forty
years, the chronology (detailed : ten pages as an
appendix) coming right down to r98o. There are
also an index and extensive bibliographical
notes. It is impressive, though we would register
a mild complaint on a design matter: lack of
coordination between Table of Contents, first
pages of chapters , and the bibliographical notes .
Seattle 's Waterfront: the Walker's Guide to
the History of Elliott Bay (Seattle: Waterfront
Awareness, I98I, 98 pp., 55·9 5· Distributed by

the University of Washington Press) is a small
volume but a well-illuStrated overview of the
history and especially the ecology of Elliott Bay.
Marc]. Hershman , Susan Heikkala and Caroline
Tobin produced this book .
Puget Sound and the surrounding land have
had a special history over the years of Indian
trading , railroad building , and shipping. Murray
Morgan tells the history of the southern portion
of the sound in this very readable volume just
released in paperback: Puget 's Sound: a Narrative of Early Tacoma and the Southern Sound
(Seattle: University of Washington Press , 1979 .
x+ 370 pp. , s8 .95) .
The Provincial Archives of British Columbia
is producing the Sound Heritage Series. It consists of small volumes of local history based on
oral history , with a tape cassette to complement
each printed book, bearing the actual voices of
the narrators , sometimes songs , machinery
sounds , etc. The material is taken from the
Sound and Moving Image Division of the Provincial Archives. These are charming , very well
illustrated histories , published quarterly. This is
exemplary local history' The two most recent
volumes are Razlroaders: Recollections from the
Steam Era in Bn"tish Columbia (3r) and Where
the Lardeau River Flows (32.) , three dollars each,
cassettes extra . Further information is available
from the Provincial Archives of British Columbia, Victoria, B.C.
In April 1903 William Hattich, editor of the
local newspaper, published Tombstone in
History, Romance and Wealth . His twofold purpose was to commemorate the coming of the railroad to Tombstone, Arizona , and to publicize
the community as a stable , prosperous town.
Now his book has been reprinted in facsimile
and is a delightful reminder of the past . (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, r98r. vi +
56 pp ., 59·95·)
H .J . Newhouse has been surveying in
Oregon since 1942.. His privately-printed book's
tide may be intriguing but does little to suggest
to us the contents: Backsites, Damn Vaccinium
Ovatum (N .p ., n .d.) . Persistence can pay off, as
in this case , however, for the book is indeed interesting, full of surveying facts and methods
and personal experience.
Now then, Canadian rural history out of the
San Joaquin Valley of California! Mrs. Donnie
M. Ebbers tells her story of growing up on a farm
in Saskatchewan in Land Across the Border. She
lives now in Modesto , California. Hers is the
typical story of farm life and the values it
teaches ; yet always these stories are inspiring.
(Sonora, CA: Mother Lode Press [ 2.109-A Mono
Way, 95370], 1978. II4 pp., S4·95) ·
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Explon·ng the Santa Barbara Backcountry by
Dennis R. Gagnon is a guide for backpackers to
the trails and camps in the southern Los Padres
National Forest (Santa Cruz, CA: Western
Tanager Press [nn Pacific Avenue , 95o6o], 1981.
xiii + rsr pp. , s6.95). Written by one who loves
the wilderness , this guide will be extremely helpful to all who use it.
Jeffrey P. Schaffer has contributed a guide to
Lassen Volcanic National Park and Vicinity
(Berkeley: Wilderness Press [ 2400 Bancroft Way ,
94704], 1981. viii + n6 pp ., s9.95) . Besides detailed information on hiking trails , Schaffer includes pictures of flowers and birds in the park
plus data on geology , camping, mammals, and
more including maps. This is truly a natural
history guide .
Another guidebook for hikers and back-

packers is the founh edition of Roads and Trails
of Olympic National Park, by Frederick Laissler
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1981.
n4 pp., s7.95). This compact, illustrated book
will serve well in accompanying visitors to the national park.
If the future of Western literature lies with its
young people , receipt of the fall edition (volume
r, issue s) of Long, Long Ago should be especially reassuring. What makes this publication so
special is the fact that its writers and editors are
students at Suva Intermediate School (66oo E.
Suva Street, Bell Gardens, CA 902-01), that the
materials are based on the school's history project, and that it is bilingual. This issue deals with
the oil industry and includes interviews , stories
and excellent illustrations. Keep up the great
work, kids!

OUR VARIED HERITAGES
Basque Amencans: A Guide to Information
Sources by William A. Douglas and Richard W.
Etulain is volume six in the Ethnic Studies Information Guide Series , published by Gale Research Company (Detroit [Book Tower, 482.26]),
1981. xiii + 169 pp ., S)6 .oo). Douglas and
Etulain, both scholars of Basque heritage , have
provided a comprehensive tool for anyone studying Basques in America. This extensive bibliography covers all aspects of culture and all possible sources of information.
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Prior to 1946, some n6,ooo Filipinos
migrated to Hawaii as plantation workers. They
made a major impact on Hawaiian society , and
in turn Hawaiian culture changed their lives.
Sakada: Filipino Adaptation in Hawaii by Ruben
Alcantara discusses these cross-culturual effects
and also shows the conflicts between Hawaiianborn Filipinos and their foreign-born parents
and grandparents . (Washington, DC: University
Press of America, 1981. xi + 190 pp., sr8.75,
paper, s9. 25).

THE NATIVE AMERICANS
With the growing recognition of the cultural
values of the American Indians, more and more
publications are devoted to portraying the art
and culture of the first inhabitants of North
America. The second edition of Marjorie W.
Cummins, The Tache- Yokuts: Indians of the
San joaquin Valley , has been issued (Fresno :
Pioneer Publishing Co. (8 E. Olive Avenue,
9372.8], 1979. xix + 179 pp., $12..95.). Written
for children and to be used with a tape of songs,
a set of slides and additional readings, the book
grew out of work done under a grant by the National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities.
The whole kit is for use in public schools. Mrs.
Cummins' small book is a great treasure of
Tache-Yokuts lore for young people.
The Yosemite Natural History Association
has published a beautiful volume, Legends of
the Yosemite Miwok (Yosemite National Park:
Yosemite Natural History Associaton (P.O . Box
545· 95389], 198!. 56 pp., $2.4 ·9 5)· Compiled by
Frank La Pena and Craig D. Bates with color illustrations by Harry Fonseca, this book will be
enjoyed by devotees of Yosemite and students of
California Indians.
Angus MacLean adds to Indian legends in his
new book, The Curse of the Feathered Snake
(Fresno: Pioneer Publishing Co. (8 E. Olive
Avenue, 9372.8 ], 1981. 12.9 pp., s9.95). MacLean
retells these interesting folk tales and provides
historical data in his footnotes.
Farther north, the Haida people have always
lived on coastal islands off British Columbia.
The story of change in their culture from traditional autonomy through government agency
control to contemporary tribal government is
told by anthropologist Mary Lee Sterns in Hazda
Culture in Custody (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 198!. xii + 32.2. pp. ' $2.4. so).
Northwest Coastal Indians have always produced fascinating art. Recently some of their
many artists have turned to silk-screen prints as a
good medium - similar to their traditional
medium but yet providing an opportunity for innovation. Edwin S. Hall Jr., Margaret B.
Blackman and Vincent Rickard have produced a
lovely volume illustrating this art, Northwest
Coast Indian Graphics (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 198r. 144 pp. , S35 .oo).
Eskimo history has been oral history until
recently and the value of this source has long
been recognized. Ticasuk (Emily Ivanoff Brown)
has written the history of her family and tribe
utilizing the information related to her by an
older woman. The Roots ofTicasuk: An Eskimo
Woman's Famtly Story is well written,

fascinating and delightful (Anchorage: Alaska
Northwest Publishing Co. (Box 4-EEE, 99509],
1981. X + 107 pp. , S4-95).
The Navajo Indians are renowned far and
wide for their rugs, and an admirer , Marian E.
Rodee, has now shared her studies and analysis
with us in Old Navajo Rugs: Their Development
from 1900-1940 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 198r. xiv + n3 pp., 52.) .oo,
paper, S15 ·95). Rodee is concerned not only with
design and color changes over the years, but also
with methods of identification . Owners and
students of Navajo rugs will want to add this to
their libraries.
Like many cultural groups, the Navajo also
have a distinctive architecture. In Navajo Architecture: Forms, History, Distn"bution (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1981. xix + 2.89
pp., S37·5o), Stephen C. Jett and Virginia E.
Spencer have presented a definitive study of the
subject from all aspects. They cover more than
just hogans, and in the process say a great deal
about Navajo .Jife.
Crown Publishers has reissued Anasazi: Ancient People ofthe Rock now in paperback (New
York: Crown Publishers, Inc. (1 Park Avenue,
roor6], 1974. 191 pp. , sro.95). Photographer
David Muench and writer Donald G. Pike have
produced a magnificent volume of history and
art on the people who lived in the Southwest
from about 700 to 1300 AD. It is good to have
this book in more affordable format.
Margaret Call has written a readable, wellresearched biography of Chief Left Hand:
Southern Arapaho (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press , 1981. xiv + 331 pp. , S15 .95).
Left Hand became an Arapaho chief during the
mid-18oos and died of wounds received during
the Sand Creek Massacre in r864. During these
years of rapid change for his people Left Hand
tried to solve the insoluble, to keep his people
healthy and at peace, but in the end he was
betrayed by the whites. Call's sympathetic
biography also covers events beyond Left Hand's
knowledge which affected him and the Arapaho.
Nez Perce, Peoria, Modoc and Potowatomi
Indians, among others, once called Oklahoma
(former Indian Territory under U.S. administration) home. In Oklahoma's Forgotten Indians
(Oklahoma City: Oklahom Historical Society,
198r. vii + 12.6 pp., s8.so), editor Robert E.
Smith has collected seven essays by noted
historians describing the experiences of seven
tribes who spent time in Indian Territory in addition to the more widely known tribes such as
the Creeks and Cherokees.
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HEAR mE WHISTlE BLOW: INDUSTRY AND LABOR
The Union Steamship Company provided
transportation for people and goods from Vancouver, British Columbia, to Alaska and all the
coast between 1889 and 1959. A brief written
history accompanying an excellent pictorial
history is provided by Gerald Rushton in Echoes
of the Whistle: A n Illustrated History of the
Union Steamship Company (Vancouver, B.C.:
Douglas & Mcintyre , 198 r. 144 pp ., S2. 5.oo,
distributed by the University of Washington
Press , Seattle).
F. Heward Bell, former director of the International Pacific Halibut Commission , has compiled an encyclopedic documentary and narrative
volume on the Pacific halibut and its fishery.
The Pacific Halibut: the Resource and the
Fishery (Anchorage : Alaska Northwest
Publishing Co. (Box 4-EEE , 995 09 ), 198r. xi +
267 pp., 519 .9 5) covers the Pacific coast from San
Francisco to Kodiak ; giving statistics on catches ,
discussing organizations , detailing the ecology of
the halibut, and much more . It invites the
wisecrack, but admiringly in this case: all you
every wanted to know about (halibut) , and
more.
From Finland comes an interesting study of
the telegraph cable connections between Europe
and the Far East and between the U.S. Pacific
coast and the Far East. Jorma Ahvenainen, the

author, is interested in and discusses the political
and economic ramifications of the introduction
of fast communications during the period from
r87o to 1914: The Far Eastern Telegraphs: the
History of Telegraphic Communications between the Far East, Europe and America before
the First World War (Helsinki: Suomalainen
Tiedeakatemia, 198r. n6 pp .).
Richard E. Lingenfelter's The Hardrock
Miners: a History ofthe Mining Labor Movement
in the American West, r86; -r893 (Berkeley:
University of California Press , 1974- viii + 278
pp ., s9.95 ) is one of the few syntheses of the
mining labor movements that has been written ,
but it covers only the early years and only hardrock mining . Lingenfelter's thorough search of
all sources, within the limits he set himself, provides a sound history upon which later historians
can build .
A Hard Row to Hoe: Working People Anthology (Big Timber, Montana : Seven Buffaloes
Press [P.O. Box 249 , 59roo), 1981. 73 pp. , s4. oo)
contains poems and short stories about common
working people in the West - men , women and
children who work in the fields , the streets, the
factories, and on the highways. This is the tenth
volume of Black jack, yearly anthologies of
literature celebrating the unsung. They are
edited by Art Cuelho .

OUR ENVIRONMENT
Most of us think of the Pacific Slope in terms of
mountains and oceans . Too often we have failed
to consider the effects of man on the environment. Wesley Marx in The Oceans: Our Last
Resource (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books , 198r.
xviii + 332 pp ., 51 3.95 ) is one of many recent
authors attempting to change our .traditional
perceptions . Marx writes about our abuses of the
oceans and what we can do in the future to
utilize and preserve them. He discusses kelp as a
biosystem , aquaculture , sand , sea spills of oil
and sewage , seabed mining, and 101 other
aspects of oceans. And throughout the book
Marx shows the inter-relationships of everything .
In a similar vein Larry Price wrote Mountains and
Men (Berkeley: University of California Press,
198r. xxi + so6 pp ., S35. oo). Price first looks at
the geology of mountains and their climate and
vegetation. But he never forgets man 's relationship to mountains , moving from David 's Psalms
and the pastoral nomads of the Middle East
through the agriculture settlements of Switzerland and the Philippines to the off-road vehicles
of the contemporary American West. Both Marx
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and Price face the reality of man 's exploitation of
tenuous environments and suggest solutions to
provide for a creative relationship between men
and the environment .
The American West is rich in energy resources and has been exploited by EuropeanAmericans since the silver miners of New Spain
and the fur trappers of the United States arrived .
Today we are conscious that these resources have
limits and that extracting or developing them
can have disastrous effects upon the land and the
people. The Science and Public Policy Program
of the University of Oklahoma has published a
study of these Western energy resources and possible effects of their development : Energy from
the West: A Technology Assessment of Western
Energy Resource Development (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, r98r. xvii + 362 pp . ,
s25 .oo). The study is full of maps , charts and
statistics on water availability , air quality, housing, energy transportation and sites . It also includes recommendations for the federal government , state governments and citizens to consider
when planning energy utilization .
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Reginald and Winifred Stuart pictured in 1969.

1Jn flllltmnriam
WINIFRED BENDEL STUART
(November 5, r889-0ctober 16 , 1981)

With the passing of Winifred Stuart in October, the University of the Pacific lost a long-time
friend and benefactor. A remarkably able and active personality, Mrs. Stuart had played a
leading role in the incorporation of the City of Fremont in southern Alameda County and
she was a member of that city's first council. Her first husband, Roland M. Bendel, who died
in 1965, was chief of the DeCoto Fire Department for many years. In 1967 she married
Reginald R. Stuart (1882.-1975) who had founded the Stuart Library at the University of the
Pacific in 1957 and was the first editor of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. Both were strong supporters of local history organizations in Alameda County as well as contributors to various
history causes. Upon moving to the Rossmore retirement complex in 1970, the Stuarts
donated their home in Pleasanton to the University and contributed a large collection of personal papers to the Holt-Atherton Center. Although less active in recent years, Mrs. Stuart
continued to support the programs of the Center and the Jedediah Smith Society. The remainder of her books and papers have now been transferred to the Center and will be incorporated into the Stuart and Bendel collections.

